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, 

& Conditional Probability Computer is used as part ot a process 

optimizing controller which employs the experimental approach tooptiJniz

atieD. .This controller does not assume a mathematical model of the process 

response surface, but periodically moves the process set-point in the 

direction which w111 most probably bring the process nearer to its 

opt1Jral setting. ihe effects of vanous controller parameters on its 

response are studied and a practical solutio~ to the problem of the design 

ot the optimizing experiments is given. Some of its abilities and limit

ations as a process controller dealing with interacting variables are 

explored experimentally using an electrical analogue as a process. 
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1..INTRODUCTIOI 

Interest in the automatic control of industrial processes has grown 

continually since its inception. The first automatic controllers were set-

point controllers which measured process variables and took any action 

necessary to keep the value of the controlled variable at some preset value. 
I/' 

The required measurement and adjustment constituted a local feedback loop. 

Introduction of feedback which was able to alter the settings of the set-

point controllers was the next major advancement in the field. When feedback 

was no longer restricted to local loops, systems which exhibited some adaptive 

features became necessary. 

Still more recently, interest has developed in the experimenting type 

of controller. This controller makes use of the principle that disturbances 

of some type can be employed as a probe to leam something about a process 

response surface. In this· system, the adaptive properties of the more 

advanced feedback systems are retained. However, the experimental approach 

has the added advantage that a full knowledge of the process response<' surface 

is not initially assumed as it must be to optimally designs conventional 

feedback system. Porter'haB traced the development of controlsystem9 and 

has discussed the characteristics of some of the more important types. 

The distinguishing characteristic of the adaptive or self-organizing 

system is its ability to change its transfer function such that it continues 

to meet stationary output requirements even when presented with non-stational'7 

inputs. This property implies that an adaptive controller mst have some 

memol'7 capacity. The memory may be extremely crude in the more simple 

devices. However, if some automatic learning caPability is to be incorporated 

in the controller, more elaborate and flexible memories are reqUired. 





.3. 

It was proposed that an evolutionary controller should be built in 

which the Buhr C.p.,C. would process the information collected from sets ot 

experiments conducted in a manner simUar to that suggested by Box. The 

main advantage to be gained by using this computer was the simplicity which 
"\ 

it would bring to the learning prooess. No hypothesis as"tothe Bathematical 

tormof the process response surface is needed. Henee there is no need for 

the large computational facilities required to process and up-date the 

equations which result when Box' s method is used. As in the case ot Box's 

methodg the proposed scheme is theoretically able to deal effectively with 

interacting variables. 

It is the purpose of the present work to investigate some of the 

p;roblems whicb:w~ll be encountered in applying a conditional probability 

computer to the experimental optimization of multivariable industrial 

processes. First the necessary details of Bu.hrll s computer are presented. 

These are followed by discussion of the problems expected, descriptions of 

auxiliary equipment needed and presentation of experimental results obtained 

in attempts to optimize various eleotrically simulated processeeo 



20 1 General 

A Conditionall'robahilityComputer (Col.Co ) has been constructed in the 

Computer and Control Systems Laboratory of the University of Saskatchewan. 

This computer is described in detail by BUhr3. A short review of the points 

important to the present work will be given here and followed by the results 

obtained in a verification study of the computer. 

20 2 Conditional Probability and Binary Patterns 

Conditional probability is defined as the probability of event B, given 

that event A has occurred. 

HathematicallY9 

p(BIA) • NAB- (2.1)NA 

where~ P(Bt A) is the conditional probability of B given A 

NAB is the number of occurrences of events A and. B together during 

a given interval) 

and IA is the number of occurrences of A alone during the sameintervalo 

Operations of the C.P.C. are based on the nechanization of a form of 

equation 2.10 Section 2.3.5 deals in detail with this point. 

As the inputs to the C.:f.Co take the form of binary patterns J some or 

the terms used to describe these patterns must now be introduced. 

The rank of a pattern is defined as being equal to the number or its 

elements which are equal to unity as opposed to being equal to zero. For 

example9 abede (a-l; bel; c=O; d=l~ e=O)· is rererred to as a pattern of rank 

three. The highest ranking conjunction in a pattern is known as the positive 



pattern. In the example just given» the positive pattern is abd. Similarly, 

ceis known as the negative pattern. A positive pattern which is included 

in a particular pattern but which is not the positive pattern of highest 

rank, is known as a sUb-pattern. The sub-patterns of abCde are ab, ad, bd, 

a, b" and d.Following the same approach, we see that abed, a.bde and abcde 

could be called sUPe1""patterns ot abd. 

2.3 The C.P.C. 

The C.p.C. is a special purpose computer. It is an electromechanical 

de'\Tice accepting binary inputs. Its essential parts are the input circuits, 

counting and comparison circuits and the output display. '!'he· counting and 

comparison circuits taken together are referred to as the "unit- and are 

discussed in section 2.3.3. 

The C.p.C. on which the experiments described in this report were 

performed has five input channels. Inputs are presented to these channels 

in binary form with a "one- being referred to as an active input. The 

computer then counts occurrences of active inputs and all conjunctions of 

these active inputs which occur in the input patterns. 

In order to do this, the computer is equipped with several identical 

units. A positive pattern C.P.C. having n input channels will contain 

(2n_1) units, one to represent each of the possible positive patterns. Thus 

the five channel _chine contains thirty-one units. Figure 1 is a block 

diagram showing the arrangement of these units. The counter of a unit 

counts each time the particular conjunction for which the unit is responsible 

occurs in the input pattern. For exaJnPle, the input abFdi will cause counts 

to be placed on counters a, b, d, ab, bd, ad and abd. This list is seen to 

be no more than a list of the positive patterns contained in the input. As 
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there is a one to one correspondence between a~ positive pattern in the 

input and a particular counter, the counters have been designated in the 

same marmer as were the positive patterns. 

There is a second important feature of the countiIlg circuit. Each 

time an input is presented to the computer, the content of each counter 

is decayed to k times that value which existed just prior to the start 

of the decay operation. This decay takes place in each and. every counter 

whether or not a particular counter has actually counted during the current 

input presentation. The decay feature has the effect of weighting an input 

in a '.8 gative exponential .nner·with the number of computations which have 

occurred since its presentation. Thus more recent inputs have a greater 

effect on the counter contents than do earlier inputs, and for this reason 

counter contents tend to follow the statistics of inputs which are 

statistically non--stationary. The decay mechanism also serves to limi.t 

the maximum counter contents and thus, by proper design~ can be used to 

insure the linearity of the counter analogue circuits. 

The binary output afthe computer is arranged to indicate whether a 

required conditional probability is greater or less than a preset threshold 

value 0 In order to obtain this information it is necessary to compare the 

contents of the various C.P.C. counters. After each input to the C.P.C., a 

comparison is made between the contents of the highest ranking counting 

counter and all itssupeI'-units of rank one greater. Thus after the input 
before 

abede is presented aneVthe' appropriate counters have counted, a comparison 

is made between the content of counter abd and the contents of each of 

counters abde and abed. The details of this operation will be discussed 

later. 

Now that the general ideas have been mentioned on which the design 
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of the C.P.C. was based, some of the teehnica1 and theoretical details of 

its cOll$truetion will be diBCtlS sed. 

2.3.1 The Qye1~

~ computer which receives information in a synchronous manner must 

have some cycle of moves which it makes each time it is presented with 

!ntormatiollo The operations which make up the cycle in the C.P.C. are 

summarized in the following paragraph in the order in which they occur. 

First" a binary input pattern is presented to the input terminals by 

grounding a terminal to represent a "one- and placing ,0 v.d.c. on a terminal 

to represent a ·zero". Then the ·Compute Signal" is given. This causes a 

count to be placed on each counter which corresponds to a positive pattern 

or sub- pattern present in the input. Simultaneously, the content of the 

highest ranking counting counter as measured before counting, is compared 

with the contents or each of the counters in supel"-units of rank one greater. 

As is shown in section 2.3." the results of these comparisons indicate which 

conditional probabilities exceed the threshold setting. Those which do are 

registered on the appropriate supe:r-units and again on the related units in 

the first rank. Finally, the content of each counter is decayed to k times 

that value which existed at the end of the counting Period. As soon as the 

decay operation is complete j the_computer is ready to accept another input. 

2.3.2 The Input 

'!'here are two methods of feeding infonnation into the computer, one 

manual and the other automatic. A "one'" or a "zero" caD be placed on any 

channel through a set of manually operated lever switches.Manua1 operation 

involves setting these switches as desired and then pressing the ·Compute 

Switch". '!he intormtioD is then read into the computer. Alternatively, 



the computer can accept information from a mechanical tape reader. In 

this casej the read-compute cycle is completeq automatic. A small Patch

board permits connection of other auxiliary equipment to computer input 

channels. 

2.303 The Unit 

There are th~rt,.-onesubstant1allyidentical units in the C.P.C. Each 

unit consists of a counting relay, counting and decay capacitors» a cathode 

follower» inference flipaflop and associated indicating lights. A discussion 

of the unit and its components follows. 

2~3.h. The Counter 

The counter is an analogue device. There is one counter in each ot 

the thirt,-one units. ThE{ col.lnt~r includes the counting relayj counting 

aDd decay capacitors and the cathode follower. 

When the compute signal is given, a count is placed on each counter 

which corresponds to a positive pattern which is present in that input. 

A count is placed. onto a counter by allowing a small counting capacitor 

charged to a known voltage to discharge into the larger storage capacitor 

thus increasing the voltage on the storage capacitor by a known amount, Q,o 

It can be shown that if the voltage difference between the small capacitor 

and the large one is fixed before the charge sharing operation starts then 

g. is given by equation 2.2. 

Q. E 

l+e-
°1 

where E is the initial voltage difference between the two capacitors, 



° is the storage capacitance, )J f., 
01 is the counting capacitance» A f. 

The storage capacitor is connected to the grid of a vacuum tube cathode 

follower. This effectively isolates the storage ca.pacitor from the 

comparator and output circuits. The voltage on the storage capacitor can 

therefore be read at the cathode of the cathode follower without cha~ging

the charge on the capacitor. careful design of the cathode follower around 

a6SJ7 pentode has produced a good quality device. Constant current screen 

supply» a neon regulated cathode to screen voltage and a four hundred volt 

negative supply ensure good linearity and excellent stability. (See 

Tables I to VII~ section 2.4). 

After the counting parto! the computer cycle is complete the content 

of each counter is decayed to k times its originalvaluae This is accomplished 

by paralleling the storage capacitor by a small discharged capacitor, known 

as the decay capacitor» and then disconnecting the decay capacitor. It can 

be shown that this opera.tion leaves k times the original voltage on the 

storage capacitor. The value of.the decay factor k is a function of the 

values of the storage and decay capacitors only. 

k· 1
1 + 02-C 

where C is the storage capacitance, ~ t.~

02 is the decay capacitance, jJ. f 0 

It the value of the voltage .0Al a counter is a measure of the number of 

times a SPecific pattern has occurred in the recent past, then the ratio of 

two voltages must be a measure of the probability of the occurrence of one 
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pattern given that the other has occurred. Thu~~ the ratio of the voltage 

on counter abc to that on eounter ab is a measure of the eonditional 

probability of abc» given abo In other words, this is the probability or 

the oeeurrenceof e given that ab has occurred. 

As a binaty output is desired from the C.E. Co 9 provision must be made 

for setting a probability threshold above which an indication will be given. 

Such an indication is referred. to as an inference. 

If' land Yare positive patterns and Y is a supeI'='pattern of I the~;

an inference will bernade if 

~fY) ? h 
.~ (X) 

where ~ is estimated probability» 

h is the inference threshold. 

However» as the counter voltages Vx and Vy were both equal to zero 

before the first input presentation» they are proportional to ~ (X) and ~
-) 

~ .(y) respect ivel,.. Therefore.9 equ~tion 2.4 can~ be r~ritten as 

Vy > h 

Vx 

or Vy >h Vx 
This last equation is the,Qneon Which meehanization or the comparison 

is based o TIie voltage h ·'xis obtained from the cathode follower by a 

simple voltage divider and is stored in a capac,itor. During the 

counti.Qgpart...o£ each compute cycle» ,this, voltage <i.scompared with Vy. 

If Vy c h Vx then Y • 1 is inferred. This is accomplished physically by 

lettillg~he<,voltage (Vy c:.h VI.) appear as a pulse at a fIip=>flop inputo 

If' this .. pulse is. SUfficiently large (see Table IV) and is of correet 

polarity» an inference is madeo The result of the comparison is indicated 



by a neon bulb located on the frantpanel of the computer. 

Aet~ally this comparison is not made in all units. Comparison is made 

only betw,e~n the highest ranking counting counter and each of its superunits 

of rank one greater. For ·convenience the results of these comparisons are 

fed to the bottom rank. For example~ if abed:; is the input» thus making 

counter abd the highest ranldngeounting counter~ then comparisons are 

.de between abd and each of abcd and abde as was previously explained. 

If either or both ,of these comparisons result in an inference,9 an 
" 

indication is given on th~ appropriate first and fourth rank units. 

2.3e 6 The Probe 

Although a check for inferences is made automatically during each 

compute cycles provision is made 'for causing the necessary compariso:Q$ to 

be made without going through the count and decay part of the coJiipute cyc1e o 

A switch on the front panel of the C.P.,C. can be operated to disconnect 

the counters so that they neither count nor decay. An input can then be 

presented to the computer 'and inferences can be made as usua19 but the 
J 

contents of the counters are left unaltered by the operatibn~ 111. this 

manner information caD be extracted from the computer without affecting 

the counter contents. Under these conditions9 inferences can be ,indicated 

until the circuits are manually reset. 

2.3.7 The Output 

Binary outputs are provided by the comparison circuits which have just 

been described. Actual voltage content of any counter can be made available 

at the front panel of thecomputero This information can be used in any 

manner des irede 
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2.4 Verification 

It was necessary to verify the accuracy of the C.P.C.· before starting 

the experimental programme. The necessary checks included measurement of 

the various C.P.C. computing constants, and checks on drift in the analogue 

circuits. As the C.1'. C. produces inferences based on comparison of counter 

contents and not On their absolute values, the counter constants need not 

conform exactly to the nominal values, but should have a minimal spread 

from one counter to the next. Various measures of spread have been adopted 

for different parameters • The parameters in the following list were 

measured: 

a) The counting constantQ, 

b) The decay constant k, 

c) Counter voltages after n compute cycles, 

d) The inference threshold h~

e) Counter voltage drift with time, 

r) :Effect of warm-up time on counter zero setting. 

'-he results of these measurements are reported only for those units which 

were directly involved in producing inferences d:Q.ring the experiments 

discussed later in this reporto In the following paragraphs, a brief' 

description of the method used for each measurement is givens and is 

followed by a table of the pertinent results. The necessary mathemati.cs 

has been developed in Appendix A. 

2.4.1 The Counting Constant 

The value of the counting constant 'Was easily obtained. by placi.ng n 

counts without decay into the counters and recording the contents of each 

counter at the end of the n counting cycles • Then 

Q.= (V caVo) 
n 



where Q • counting eonstant" 

v • eounter voltage· atter n counts, 

vo. counter voltage when n • 05) 

n • number of eounts. 

The spread of the average values of the counting constant expressed as a 

percent of the overall average has been taken as the neasure ot accuracy in 

this case. A spread of 5.5% was considered acceptable especially in view of 

the fact that a 1.3% spread was measured between counters A, AB and AC. It 

was on these counters that most of the work described in this report was 
two 

performedoOnly the last/experimenta included counter AD. 

Table I 

The Counting Constant 

No. of Counts Counter Voltages Calculated Q 

n A AB AC AD A AB .I.e AD 

, 15 15 15 14 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.80 
10 29 29.5 29., 28 2~90 2·~.95 2.95 2.80 
15 
20 

43 
58 

44 
59 

44 
59' 

42 
56 

2~87
2.90 

2~93

2.95 
2~93

2.95 
2.80 
2.80 

Average Q
%deviat1onfrom nominal Q- 3.00 

2~92

2.7 
2.96 
1.3 

2.96 
1.3 

2.80 
6.7 

%Spread • Spread • 0.16 x 100 • 5.5% 
AverageQ 20 91 

2.4.2 The Decay Constant 

In this experiment all units were initially set at ,0 volts. Readings 

of counter content were made at the end of n identical eycles5) eaeh involving 

one decay and no counts 0 Using the formula given in equation 2.8, the deeay 

eonstant, kll was caleulatedin each csse and an average was taken. 

k • expo [1In VJ (2.8)
,n 'Vo 



where n • number of consecutive decays» 

V -.. counter voltage after n decays~

Vo := counter voltage when n • O. 

Table n shows that the spread amng the average values of the decay 

constant was found to be completely negligible. 

Table II 

The Decay Constant 

No. of Decays 
-

Counter Voltages Calculated Decay Constant 

n , 
10 
20 

A AB AC AD 

42.S 42., 42., 42.5 
36 36 36 36 
26.5 26., 26 26 

A AB AC AD 

0.9726 0.97-26 0.9726 0.9726 
.9677 .9677 .9677 .9677 
.9688 .9688 .9679 .9679 

Average value of k .9697 .9697 •9694 .9694 . 

k nominal • 0.9700 

2.4.3 Counter Voltages After n Compute Cycles 

The purpose of this test was to see how similar the various'units were 

under operating conditions. -The test combines the effects of both the count 

and decay constants on the counter contents. ,It is important that no unit 

combines a high g with a low k or vice versa as these conditions would lead 

to wide spreads in counter content between counters which had counted the 

same number of inputs. 

In any counter~ a departure of one count from the true value is allowable. 

A good Beaaureo! accuracy in an analogue counter is error" expressed as a 

percentage of the total count. However 51 as the voltage spread is of interest 

here another measure was devised. For this reason9 the spread of voltages 

obtained between different counters and expressed in terms of the number ot 

"decayed counts· which the spread represents» will be used as a measure of 
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aecuraeYoThe "decayed count* is defined as that voltage increase which 

would result if a single count and decay cycle were to be performed on a 

counter3 which before the start of the cycle had a content of V 'Volts. It 

will be seen that the value of the "decayed count" does depend upon the 

level Vo 

The measurement 'Was mde by setting all counters to sero, and then 

applying n compute cycles in which all counters were made to count and decay 

in each cycle. Readings of counter content were made at the end of n 

consecutive cycles. 

The results of this test are given in Table In. At 42.5 volts average, 

a spread between counter readings of 1.23 decayed counts was observed. This 

represents about 3.1% error which is considered acceptable for the present 

worko The spread becomes larger at higher voltages.9 but as voltages of 

greater than 40 volts were seldom observed during computer application, this 

condition was not considered obj~ctionableo

'lable In 
Counter Voltages After n Cycles 

No. of 
Cyclee 

Theor= Deeayet 
Counter Voltages lA.verage etical Count S'Pread 

n A 
-cc Ilecayed 

AB AC AD Volts Volts Volts rvolts Counts %Volts %Counts 

4.0 
6.9 
60 2 

11.9 
120 , 

.3.9 
6.3,.0
,.9
6.1 

0.20 
.69 

1.23 
'094 

12.5 

2.52 0.50 
2.19 105 
10 63 2.0 
0.81 ~~O
0.40 5.0 

5 
10 
20 
50 

100_-L._-L---:.....---.JL...:.__-L__L-=--_-IL..:--..:........:...---.JL-.-=-..:.._..A:..-:-_~__...:...:._.._..L...___........._ _...;...___', 

2.4.4 ·In.:f'erence Threshold 

Measurement of h, the inference threshold, was accomplished by setting 

the voltage on counter A at 300 0 volts and recording the minimum value of 
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voltage on the other counters required to cause an inference. Repeatability 

of these measurements was no better than about one quarter of one volt and 

the 0.30 volt spread shown in Table IV is of the same order of magnitude. 

Thus the values listed in the table a.re only representativeo The measured 

spread represents only 00 12 decayed countso Its ef:fectis therefore small 

when compared to counting and decay errorss but is not negligible. 

Buhr states on page 29 of reference 3, that a systematic error of 

(l.ot 0<;3) Yolts is to be expected between the theoretical threshold level 

and the measured level as this is the size of the pulse needed to trip the 

comparator flip-flop. Table.IV supports Buhr 11 s statement. 

Table IV 

Inference Levels 

Counter AB AC AD 

Inference level (volts) 
Error (volts) lIB ~
Error (decayed counts) 

l6~O

1.0 
0~41

1,~7
0~7

00 29 

15~7
O~7

0.29 

INominal h·" 0.50 ii 15.0 voltl!l 
.. Spread • 00 3 volts !! 00 12 decayed counts. 

20 405 CounterDrift 

Counter voltage drift a ppreciably affects the computer ac curacy only 

if it is of a magnitude comparable with the voltage changes caused by the 

inputs. Buhr has shown in the appendix of reference number 3, that due to 

the fact that the decay mechanism acts on drift errors in the same manner a8 

it does on the restor the eounter contents,9 the voltage error due to drift 

after N evenly spaced compute cycles is given by equation 2 0 90 

e(N) • kTD (l","~)

where e(N) == voltage error after N equally spaced compute cycle89 



k decay constants> lli1I 

T. time between compute signals5) hro 9 

D .. drift rate, vOlts/hro 

·In the present work", inputs occurred once eveI7 3.4 sec()nds. Periods or 

more than fifteen minutes without an input never occurred. Substitution of 

these figures and the drift rates given in Table V into equation 2.9 g1YEi8 

a. ..value of e(l) which is a small fraction of one percent of any anticipated 

counter voltage. For this reason it is concluded that this drift has a 

negligible effect on computer accuracy in the present set of experiments. 

Drift rate was measured by setting counter voltage to ,0.0 volts and 

then leaving the computer idle for one hour. ihe voltage difference between 

,0 0 0 volts and the reading taken at the end of the hour gave drift rates 

directly in volts per houro Results of th:is test are given in Table V. 

Table V 

Counter Drifts 

Counter A. ACAB 

Initial voltage 5'(')~0,0.0 
Final voltage (1 hr.) 48.849~O
Drift rate, volts Ii hr. 10 .210 0' --I- .L .i. ......L-__-..Ii 

20 4.6 Stability of Counter Zero Setting 

It was necessary to determine how g:reat a drift could be exPected in the 

counter zero setting during computer warDFup and hence to find hOw long a warm-

up period should be allowed so that this drift wOlk~d be negligible. 

The counters were accurately zeroed after the CoPoC. had been running 

for about two hours.. After ashut=down of more than 24 hours» the error 

in zero setting was measured immediately afte;r tUr&>on. The following 

table shows that even under these mostunfs.vourable conditions» the zero 

drift can be neglected. 
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Counter Zero Drift 

Counter AB AC AD 

Zero Jlrift (volts) 0.05 

20 407 Overall Accuracy 

It is now necessary to combine the various significant errors inarder 

.to obtain a measure of the Col' 0 0 0 overall aecuracYoc'When the binary out.put 

of the CoP.C. is used)) the output is in error only if it is a one when :1t 

should be a zero~ or vice vers,~~: Therefore,9 errors in the internal analogue 

calculation which do not cause an inversion of the output do not affect 

computer .c,curacyo The decision as to whether the output will be a one or 

a zero depends on the value of the inference thresholds h. From this 

statement it follows that only if the true value of the estimate",of conditional 

probability. P, as calculated in a perfect CoP. Co, is close to the threshold 

setting,9 can analogue errOrs result in incorrect outputs from an imperfect 
( 

Co·!'o.Co It 1s possible to use the data which has already been prese,pted to 

calculate limiting values of p~ BUen... that between these lind.ts errorsi:n 

the CoPeC. analogue circuits can affect the output. The difference between 

these limits will then be a measure of the overall aq,Cu.racy of the C.1'.C. 

units involved0 

In the calculat10ns which rollow~ it is 8ssllJ1:ed that all counters of 

a given rank have been presented with identical inpqts and should therefore 

give identical outputs o Due to errors in the analogue' calculations not!= 

identical results may appear if I3 lies inside the limits which wUl be set 

oil ho As the anal¥sis which follows is based on the assumption that unit 

inputs have bq.n1.dentical~ the results may not apply exactly 

realis·t1e ~lBCl1ditions.
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The results reported in Table III combine the errors involved in the 

count and decay mechanisms. The only other error which was found to be 

significant was the systematic error in the inference threshold. It is the 

results of these two tests which when combined as described in the following 

paragraphs will give the required limits on ~.

Let eh represent the 8,Ystematic voltage error in the comparator circuit. 

Then an inference results if 

VI > hn Vk .. 8tl 

or Vk -< Vl .... ~

hn 

where Vk ~ Voltage needed on a counter of rank n to cause a super-unit of' 

rank (nt.l) to Wer~

VI !:. given ..·voltage on a super=unit of rank (n+l)>> 

hn !! nominal value of inference thresholdo 

If unit A is made to contain a voltage greater than Vt max. which is the 

largest value of Vk calculated for Bupelbunits of A all of which have received 

identical input patterns 9 then according to the definition of Vkmax• s no 

super-unit of A can infero Calcu.lation of the maximum value of h ~ hL 

which will still allow an inference from a supe%""'UDit of unit A containing 

VI volts is a simple matter!) 

hL • V1....,;;,;,.,_.........
Vk max" 

If all units have inference thresholds set at the minimum value of hL !!. hL min o 

calculated for a given set of VI!> all units will still infer. The value 

hL nrin.1s the highest value of h which can be used and still have all units 

infer when they ehould o Therefore hL :minois one of the limits to be pla~

QnJ}o 
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SimilarlY$! for the same set of Vl~ a value Vk !! 'k min•. can be found, 

below which all units must infer. If unit A contains voltage Vk min. and if 

super=aunit counters contain the voltages V1.9 a value of h !! hMcan "be 

calcula.Udsuch that each supel:'='unit will just infer. 

hM • VI

Vk min.

Let the maximum value of hM be designated by hM max•• For all h>hM max. 

no inferences can occur; ioeo~ hM max. is the lowest value of h which will 

guarantee that no inferences will occur. Thus for hM max 
o 
> A

p > hL min. some 

units w111 infer while others will not with h set at a nominal value of 0.,00 

Therefore the spread between hM DlXo and hL min. is a measure of the accuracy 

of the Col\.C. It should be noted that for 1\p > hM max. and p " < hL min. all 

outputs from an imperfect CoP. Co will agree with those of a perfect CoP0 C. 

and, that 
1\ 

some outputs of the imperfecteven when hM maxo > p >hLmine 

machine will be correctG 

Table VII gives the results of the overall accuracy calculations for 

three representatives values of Vlo As in the results of other test8 1 units 

AB and AC were found to be very nearly identical)) but unit AD introduces 

larger overall errors. Even when AD is includedj) the largest meaBured region 

of uncertainty is found to extend over 6.,% of the totial allowable range of 

!\ A.
P where p can have any value from ~ero to one hundred peroent. 



Table VII 

Overall Errors 

Function Units Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 

Counter AB 
eh • 10 0 

Volts 
Volts 

42.0 
82.0 
0.503 
0.526 

Counter AC 
eh 111 0.7 

Volts 
Volts 

42.5 
83.6 
0.508 
0.532 

Counter AD 
eh 111 00 7 

Volts 
Volts 

13.0 
24~6
00 ,08 
0.528 

230'
45.6
0.484 
0.,16 

Vk max. 
Vk min. 
hL min. 
hM max. 
Spread (Width of region 

of uncertainty, %full 
scale) 

Volts 
Volts 

83.6 
79.8 
0.48, 
0.,26
4.1 

Nominal value of h !! hn .. 0.,00 

'~~~<"<-<••'--"----------------------------t 
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3~ ~XPE!IMEN'I'AL.· OPTIMIZATION AND THE C.Po£:.. 

3.1 The Experimental Approach 

3.1.1 Types of Controllers 

lbet process controllers in use today are set point oQntrollere in some 

form or other. That is to say they attempt to keep the variables which they 

control at some preset value. Various degrees of complexity.may be used to 

obtain desired dynamic characteristicsg but the fact renains that the goal 

is in the form of a preset parameter value. This approach to control assumes 

that the process being controlled is sufficiently well known that the desired 

values of its variables are all known. In a single variable control 

situation this is surely the case, but in multivariable processes this is not 

necessarily so. 

In the multivarisble processS) dynamic control is extremely difficult 

unless the interactions between the controls are knowno In practice this 

knowledge is not usually availableo Under these conditions, set point 

controllers cannot be relied upon to move the process from one operating point 

to another in the most efficient mannero 

Briefly then, set point controllers operate well in situs tions where the 

characteristics of the process,9 both dynamic and static}) are well known. Once 

these ideal conditions are not met, the control offered by set point 

controllers can leave moh to be desired" 

An experimenting controller is one which continually performs experiments 

on the process in order to gain information regarding the shape of the process 

response surface. The experiments usually take the form of small amplitude 

perturbations to the process input variables and effectively explo18 only 

the irmnediate neighbourhood of the current process operating point. Using 



the information gained from these experiments the controller then moves the 

process set pointto dtalns.~ nea.rly optimum output from the process. This 

cycle can be continued indefinitely and thereby the process can be kept near 

its optimum response setting even though this sett;1ng may change due to 

uncontrollable perturbations to process parameterso 

The chief advantage of the experimental approach to process control is 

found in its very nature. In theory ~ nothing at all need belglown or assumed 

initially about the characteristics of the process in order to achieve optimum 

response from it eventual~o The only need is that a goal exist9 toward 

which the controller is to move the process. )breover, this goal need be 

defined only qualitativelyo For exam.ple~ such goals as Haximum profit» 

max~.quant:ity".orminimum excess of quality over a specified numerical 

quality cQuJ.,d.'bespecifjed. In practice however, something is known about 

the process initially. This initial information would naturally be used to 

save work for the controller and to help in the design of the experiments 

which the controller will performo 

It is important that a multivariable process controller be able to handle 

interacting variables. In an experimenting cont,roller, interactions between 

variables are handled naturally as their interactions are made evident :in the 

experimental results o l;nteractions may change as the process set point is 

moved? but as the controller conducts experiments at points in the neighbou1'c' 

hood of the current set point» this causes no trouble. 

The fact that a controller does not explore the complete process response 

surface saves time~ but means that if there is more than one peak it will 

climb the one tlnearesttt,~ its starting point and not necessarily the highest 

peak. Local exploration also implies that at best the controller can make 

the process climb the local line 0 fsteepest ascent,which d:83 not necessarily 
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Ion the shortest path between the initial process set point and the optimum 

settingo In this case, proper choice of the size of the-local area- will 

provide a compromise. This point will be discussed further in section 3.3.20 

If' this type of control is fully developed, it is probable that its chief 

disadvantage will be found to 'be the increased complexity of equipment 

necessary-a Set point controllers' of some form will still be needed ~Qr

,yari.ablas controlled by the experimenting controller as the experimenting 

controller will only set the set point controllers o In some applications» 

the perturoations which the experiments cause in the process output may ,be 

objectionable. It has been proposed that random disturbances which are 

present in al\Y process should be measured at the input and used as input 

perturbations rather than applying artificial perturba.tions which further 

add to output noise. Speed of optimization would be sacrificed in such a 

scheme9 but in some cases the more steady output may be worth the sacrifice. 

It will probably be found that control of a few well., Qn(lSen, varia'i)les of a 

multivar1able process by the experimental approach while leaving the remaining 

variables·to the car of set point controllers lQ..n offer a good compromise 

between improved perforDBnceand'inereased complexityo Under this scheme 9 the 

actions of the set point cont,rollers would be viewed collectively as a 

disturbance of unknown originby'the experimental controllerso 

Another suggestion has been made to the effect that experiment ing 

controllers will be used to obtain the last few percent improvement in 

process output and that feed forward devices will be used to make the 

initial adjustmen1H!So It. 

It an eXPerimenting process controller is to be designed,9 the first 

decision which must be made is the type of experiments which will be performedo 
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This decis ion will undoubtedly be based on a compromise between the amount 

ofinformtion which is wanted from the experiments and the increased complexity 

which results as more informtion is demanded. To obtain complete information 

about the process over the, likely operating range is unnecessary as operating 

eonditions distant from the optimtrlpl.wi1l always be passed by quiekly. Usually, 

a rough approXimation toth.e direction in whieh the optimum lies is all that 

is required in these ,regions. Consideration of these facts leads Box2 to 

suggest that the quantity of information eo-llected should on1¥ be sufficient 

to give an acceptable rate of optimization. 

The experiments used in hill climbing opera.tions will always involve 

perturbations to one or more of the process variables and observation of the 

efrectsof these pertutpations on process output. Assuming that the process 

is gainfully employed~ it is essential that the effects of these experiments 

on the ou~put be mini.nBl. The object of the eXPeriments is to obtain some 

inforrration regarding the "loeal geography" of the process response surface 

without unduly disturbing the process. 

Experiments can be made either by continuous change to input va riables 

or by applying step functions which effectively sample the surface SUITounding 

the current operating point 0 Iran attelTtpt is being made to fit an equation 

to thed~ta~ samplin~ seems to be the uaualapproaeh.1 The numar of points 

sampled,9 the choice of pointsall:l the time,; ,requi~dfor the process to 

respond to anirlput step function will all depend on the ,:J,ndi-v1dual process. 

Of all these decisions whichl'llUst be made9 the choice of sampling points is 

the most troublesoJneo Section 303 0 2 dealsw,iththisproble1ncJ 

Experiments on, multivariable processes whether they are of the sampling 

type or are performed irn a continuous fashion9 may involve only a few of the 

variables at anyone timeo The simplest experiment to pe,rf'orm and 
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interpret is the oneiJ;l:which a simple variable is perturbed and the new 

steady state is achieved before further experiments are carried out. However, 

such a simple experiment will yield no information on the interactions 

between variables. The most complete exPerimental move is one in which all 

process variables are simultaneously perturbecL. In this case though, several 

experiments involving all variables will be necessary in order to completely 

determine even the s'ign of each interaction termo 

Finally, not all the information which is available in a given experiment 

is necessarily collected. Oollection of all available information may prove 

too costly or complete information may not be ne@ded.The ·simplest information 

collecting scheme is a binary one which indicates simply whether an experiment· 

was successful or unsuccessful in the sense that it moved the process closer 

to optimum or otherwise. l'bra complex {$chem.es could record some :measure of 

the degree of success 9 etc o 

The experiments used to optimize the process in the present work 

involved binary perturbations to the process inputs and expression of the 

results in binary terms. 

30 2 Interaction 

30 2..1 Practical Implications 

Box defines interaction as that situation which exists when tt" 0 o. the 

response function for one factor is not independent of the levele of the other 

factors". The purpose of this section is to discuss the problems which 

this situation presents to a process controller,? how interaction ie 

manifested mathematically and how it can be overcomeo 

The main problem presented by interaction is really just that which is 

stated in Box 's definitionQ '!hies means that a .one variable at a time" 
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approach to process control can no longer guarantee results. It means that 

if variable Xl is varied in such a mamer as to move the process nearer to 

its optimum while keeping variable X2 fixed and then ~ is similarly varied 

while keeping Xl fixed, there is no guarantee that moving both Xl and %2 

together in the indicated directions will move the process toward optimum. 

Figure 2 shows one ,set of circumstances known" as a ridge under which this 

type of behaviour can be observedo In this example, Perturbatione of the 

size shown taken one at a time result in no improvement in the output. 

However$ if Xl and %2 are 1ncre.8sed together improvement is possible. Thus" 

in cases where interaction is present optimization cannot be expected from 

any controller which does not cope with the interactions, because such 

controllers cannot distinguish between a ridge and an optimum. This 

immediately rules out designs based on the ·one variable at a time approach" 

when interactions are involvedo 

3.2.2 Types of Interaction 

It is convenient to plot the two variable process response surfaces 

on either one of two planes. The most obvious choice of method uses the 

Xl %2 plane in which to plot sets of equal output curves. This method has 

the advantage that the scalese£' Xl and %2 are orthogonal and can be chosen,. 

arbitrarily; however, the snape of the equal output curves which result can 

be inconvenient. FUrthermore, this plot gives the impression that Xl and %2 

are non-interacting variables which may not be the caseo 

Altemately though, the shaPe of the equal output curves can be arbitrarily 

chosen and then lines of constant Xl and 12 sUPerimposed on theseo Choice 

of the method of display naturally depends on the use to which the display 

will be puto The first method has been discussed in considerable detail by 

Boxl 
o In Figure 3,9 various types of interaction are shown as they appear in 

the Xl X2 plane. 



Lines of equal process 
output. 

Fig. 2: Interaction Due to a Ridge 
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Plots of Xl andX2 on pill of Plots of surface in %lX2 plane 
concentric circles 

IIX: 1 

Fig. 3a: NoInteraction 

~---------~

X2 

Orthogonal 

Fig. 30: IJ and X2 Not Orthogonal

Fig. 3: '.tYpes of Interaction



In the following discussion9 the second method will be consideredo The 

equi-output lines will be chosen to be concentric circles having radii 

proportional to syst~m ontputo tYpes of interaction can then be designated 

according to the shape of the constant Xt and X2curves and the map.ner in 

which they intereect o -In this type of display~ it is easier to see the 

physical reasons for the difficulties which interaction presents to an 

opt1mizing controller than it is when Xl and %2 are orthogonal straight 

lineso 

Figure 3a illustrates the conditions which must be met in ord~r to insure 

no interaction between Xl and 12 0 If the response surface eons ists of a set 

of regular figures haVing their a:xasof symntetry parallel to the X1snd X2 

axes;; then there is no interaction between Xl and %20 .The illustration given 

is for the ease of a hill made up of a set or concentric circles. It is easy 

to see that a "one at a time" approach to optimization will work in this 

ease as the optinnlm value of one variable can be found by a single adjustment 

of its valueo The system optimum can subsequently be found by a single 

adjustment of the second parameter value. 

The firettype of interaction is illustrated i~ Figure 3'b. Here the 

lines of constant Xl and %:2 are curved9 but are always mutualJ.;y orthogonal. 

Thu8 9 in the l1mi.t9 for small changes in the variables» there is no inteJ.'o 

action between Xl and ~9 but when large changes are involved interaction 

becomes evidento In practice this mans that the process optimum cannot be 

aehieved by two large moves» one in each variable~ as it can· be in the case 

of non-interaction. However» optimum can eventual~ be achieved by the ·one 

variable at a time" approaeh if' the size of change in each variable is made 

sufficiently smallo 

In Figure 30 a case of strong interaction is illustrated. Not only do 

the loci traced out by Xl and X2 not inter$ect at right angless but their 
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angle of intersection depends upon the values of II and :12. Even in the 

limit of small perturbations to Xl and %29 interaction is present. Practically9 

this means that a -one at a time" approach can fail to optimize the system 

even if "small- perturbations are used. 

For completeness ~ the case in which the Xl and X2 loc i lre as in Figure 

30, but are not straight lines should be mentioned. Unless the optimizing 

controller is attempting to discover a mathematical, model for the process 

response surface, this case should present no new difficulties 
/

if perturbation 

sizes remain small. 

3.2.3 Solution to the Interaction Problem 

The interaction problem can be truly solved only by effectively eliminat= 

ing interaction. The process of·· doing this is often re.(erred to as 

-decouplingt1 the interacting variables. Boxl ,2 accomplishes this by 

mathematically discovering new sets of variables which are functions of the 

interacting variables but which do not themselves interact. M:>ves can then 

be made in terms of the new nOIF interacting variables. 

Interaction need not be eliminated ill an optimizing procedure. Arq 

controller which performs sets of properly designed experiments involving all 

interacting variables simultaneously can cope with the problem. In other 

words, the information concerning the interactions is potentially available 

to such a controller. Any experiments which involve fewer variables will 

of necessity neglect some of the interactions. 

The proper design of the optimizing experiments becomes more difficult 

when extraction of experimental results is binary as opposed to either 

analogue or multivalued. A discussion of this problem will be found in 

section 3.3.2. 
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3.3 Application of the CoPoCo 

3.3.1 General Theory 

The Cop.C. is basically a correlating device. In the present work)) it 

is an "on line" computer serving as an experimental type process optimizero 

It is "conditioned" to a process response surface by giving it a description 

of each experiment aait is performed and telling it whether each experiment 

led to desirable or undesirable resultso Physically this was accomplished 

by alotting one channel of the CoP.Co to each process variable and one to 

represent "success·o On the channels alotted to the variables a "one" was 

chosen to represent the occurrence of a positive perturbation to a variable 

and a ·zero" to represent a negative perturbation or vice versa. For example$ 

the experiment involVing the increase of variables!l and:I2 and the decrease 

of variable :13 could be presented to the CoP.C. as (B-l,9 0-0,9 D-O) while 

that involving decreases to 11 and 12 but an increase of %3 would be 

presented 88 (B-0.9 Cal, 1>-1). The choice of the significance of a "one" 

or a "zero" is theoretically quite arbitrary~ so the matter can be decided 

by practical considerations involved in mechanization. Note that as in the 

given example$ the choice made need not be consistent from one channel to the 

next. This is precisely true only when an unbiased CoPoGo is used. (See 

section 30303'. 

After the CoP0 Co has been sufficiently conditioned9 it will» on command,9 

indicate which perturbations have most frequently occurred in conjunction with 

a given pattern. In the experiments described here, the given pattern was 

always (A-l) which was the pattern chosen to designate experiments Which led 

to desirable results. During conditioning)) the symbol (A-I) was entered along 

with the description of an experiment if that particular experiment had been 

successful; ioe. if it had caused a desirable change in the process output o 
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For example, if the experiment represented by (B=l, 0-1, D-1J was success:rul~

the computer was presented with (A-I, B-1, C-l, ]).1). If it was an 

unsuccessful experiment the pattern (A-O, B-1, C-1, 1>-1) was presented. 

So, at the end of each conditioning period, the C.·p.C. was asked lfhich 

experiment it associated with sur;ce~s by probing it with the pattern (A=I). 

A decision as to what changes should be made to the process set point to 

achieve more nearly optimum process output was then based on this infonuation. 

After the change had been made, the Cop. Co was run through another condition= 

ing period so that it could learn something about the process response surfaee 

in the neighbourhood of the new set point. The condition=-probe-move cycle 

was rerun as often as necessary to bring the process to its optimum and as 

orten as necessary after that to keep it there. 

If a complete set of experiments is performed about eaoh operating 

point, the CoP. C. will have enough infornation to dec ide which one experiment 

involving all process variables has the greatest chame of success. Although 

each complete set may contain several successful experiments,9 examination of 

the list will show that some combinations of perturbations are more consistently 

associated with success than are other combinations. It is the combination 

most likely to be success lu1 which is wantedo 

The question of how to extract the infornation from the computer must 

be answered 0 In general» when there are n interacting variables, all of 

which are to be varied simultaneously, plus one success channel, only if all 

units of rank (n+l) and less are considered can complete information be 

extracted. However, the following pa ragraphs will show that under certain 

conditions, consideration of inferences drawn from the second rank only can 

yield acceptable results. Infornation is inevitably lost by neglecting the 

higher ranks~ but it can be shown that under certain conditions the C.PoCo 



outputs at the first rank will be unaffected. It is felt that in many eases 

the small amount of information which is discarded by this scheme is not 

worth the added computer complexity which is necessary to extract it. 

It is important to decide what :information will be lost if the probe is 

carried only as high as the second rank and what effect this loss will have 

on the characteristics of the controller. 'l'here are two eases to consider. 

The first of these is that of a unit of rank greater than twog itself' causing 

an inference. This inference can provide no new information as the 

probability of the occurrance of a pattern cannot be greater than that for 

the occurrance of its sub-Patterns. All inferences which can be obtained 

from a pattern can also be obtained from a complete set of its sub-patterns 

of any rank. Therefore, no information can be lost in this case by probing 

the second rank only. 

The second possibility is that inferences might be obtained from units 

of the second rank when no inferences could be obtained from their common 

sUPe~unit. This would mean that the sub-patterns were more probable than 

the threshold setting while the pattern itself was not. This is:1 in general, 

a possible situation and lack of a probe to the higher units will incur the 

loss of information. 

The danger of this situation to the present applicat ion is illustrated 

by the ,folloWing example. Suppose that a sufficiently large number of 

successful experiments is conducted involving the increase of either variable 

Xl or %2 in conjunction with other variables to cause both Xt and 12 to be 

inferred by the second rank. A. change would then be made to move the process 

set point in the direction of increasing variables %1 and 120 However,9 it is 
'. 

possible that due to interaction between Xl and 129 any move whi.ch involves 

increasing II and %2 together is undesirable. Information regarding this 

fact cannot be found in the units of rank two and is therefore lost if only 
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second. rank units are consideredo As a result of this loss an undesirable 

move will be made unless one of the inferences can be prevented under these 

circuJD8tanees. This is possible 'if only two process variables are being 

handled (first, second and third ranks of the C.p.Co being used), the 

threshold is > 0.,0 and all successful eXplriments have been performed an 

equal number of times with exaetly reprodueible results. The reason for this 

is that the events reeorded by the second rank are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive. Only when two events are not mutually exelusive ean they 

sima1taneously have eonditional probabilities in excess of 0.,0 and hence cause 

simultaneous inferences when h > 0.,0. Thus if when h ;> 0.5'0 two second rank 

units infer, the events which they represent have occurred in conjunction at 

least once in the past. Therefore the two inferences, although separately 

calculated, are valid when taken together. TInder the conditions given here 

the third rank unit becomesunneeessary. 

These arguments apply to only the highest ranking unit when more than 

two proeess variables are being controlled. If all units of third. rank and 

higher are disregarded, the C.P.C. will make incorrect decisions when faced 

with some forms of interaction. If all inference thresholds are equal and of 

reasonable magnitude p a correct answer is given by the highest ranking unit 

which can be made to infer when probed. with one of its subs-patterns of rank 

one less. The sub-pattern must, of course, contain the ·suceess" pattern. 

This answer may not agree with the answer given by combining the inferences 

of the second rank as the combined. inferences can be a super-pattern of a 

correct answer. 

Although no detailed analysis has been carried out, it appears that the 

chances of receiving an incorrect answer are small when the inference threshold 

is 0.50. In view of the great reduction in the number of C.p.C. units required 

if units of rank greater than two are not needed, it might be wise to risk 
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making the occasional incorrect decision. A simple memry unit could be 

installed to compare the process' output at two adjacent set--points and thus 

detect aD1' incorrect moves. Once an incorrect move was detected, the process 

would be mved to a location represented by one o/the sub- patterns of the 

pattern which was originally inferred. Again, the correctness of this move 

cannot be guaranteed. 

Thus,if the inference threshold is 0• .50 or greater, a biased C.p. C. of 

n ranks containing only supe:r--units of the single unit in the first rank can 

be used to control an n variable process o If h < 0.50s a single unit of rank 

(D'ol) must be added. When the risks described in the foregoing paragraphs 

are acceptable, a two rank machine can be used. Such a C.p.C. would contain 
. n 
on~ (n+l) units rather than the ~ nC,. c zn otherwise requtred. 

When the number of process variables controlled becomes large, it tilly 

be advisable to dec rease inference thresholds to less than fifty percent. 

This will add to the risks! taken in using second rank inferences and the 

whole question will have to be reconsideredo 

In the two variable experiments desc ribed in section 4 of this report, 

conditions were such that the second rank inferences were suffic ient. 

Second rankinterences were employed in the three variable experiments also 

and no trouble was encountered. 

The ideas basic to the application of a CoP.C. as an on-line experiment-. 

al optimizer have been discussed. The next three sections will discuss some 

of the factors which affect its performance. The first of these factors is 

the relationships which exist between controller and process time constants. 

-The second iathe design of the experiments to be performed by the optimizer 

and how the results of these experiments are applied to optimize the process. 

Thirdly, it will be shown that a machine known as the unbiased C.·PoC. is 



capable of performance superior to that of the biased CoP.C. which is the 

on~ machine discussed so far. 

3.3.2 The Time Constant Problem 

Performance of any controller is to a great extent determined by its 

time constants. If the overall system is to be stable~ the time constants 

of the process and its cont:roller must be compatible. As a general ruleD 

they are compatible if the time constants of the controller are sufficiently 

short to cope with eXPected process drift, thus enabling the controller to 

act quick~ to correct relatively slow fluctuations of the process. In this 

respect~ the C.P.C. employed as a controller is similar to other controllers. 

The one important difference is found in the fact that the output of the C.Po C. 

is discrete and for this reason it may be possible to change C.PoC. time 

constants over wide ranges without affecting its output. This is not the 

case when linear control systems are used. 

The ilIlportant time constants of thee.P.C. are those associated with 

its conditioning time and its memory time. The former determines the time 

required for the C.1]. C. to collect sufficient data about a given operating 

po:lnt to enable it to make an intelligent decision regarding the next move. 

This will in turn determine the time required to reach a stationary optiJDwn 

of a process or the maxi..m.Wn speed with which the controller will be able to 

follow a drifting optimum. In other word.s~ the conditioning time isa factor 

in determining the rate at which a process optimu.D1 may drift and still be 

satisfactorily followed qy the controllero 

A lower 11m1t on conditioning time is set by thai nuDiber of experiments 

which must be conducted between probes and'the speed with which each can be 

conducted. The number of experiments required will depend on the number of 

process variables involved and the severity of system noise. In a noisy 
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process, experiments may have to be repeated. Froeess response time 'constants 

set an upper limit on the frequency with which perturbations can be placed on 

the process, as a nearly steady state mst be achieved in the interval between 

perturbations. Failure to wait for the steady state in each case can result 

in transient outputs which, for an unknown response surface, cannot be 

correlated with specific input perturbations. In fact, if' the experiments 

are always conducted in the same order, the CoP. C. w.ould under some circum=

stances associate results with the 'Wrong experiments. 

The fact that controller t:1me constants should be short when compared to 

those of the process drift, dictates that the conditioning time must be short 

enough that changes in output caused by process drift during conditioning are 

negligible. If this condition is met it can be assumed that the process 

response surface is f'ixed during one conditioning periodo The need for 

being able to make this assumption will be justified later. Process drift 

has thus set an upper limit on the allowable length of conditioning time. 

A value cannot be chosen for the conditioning time without compromiseo 

As the length of time required to perform an experiment cannot be altered 

once the details of it have been specified, the compromise lies in the 

number of times an experiment will be repeated and the closeness of approach 

to steady state which is demanded before sampling the results of experiments. 

The greater the number of times each experiment is perf'ormedD the greater will 

be the reduction of the effects of random noise, but the longer will be the 

length of time required and the greater will be the effeets of drifts' both 

in the process and in the Col>o Co Final choice of the conditioning time must 

be based on some approximate knowledge of the processo In most practical 

cases, suffieient knowledge will be ava1lableo 

The memory time will now be defined as the nuJriber of conditioning

periods required to reduce memory contents by half if decay is applied but



no counting occurs. Its length influences the extent to which information 

collected during experiments in the neighbourhood of former process set points 

influences decisions made about the move from the present set point. Both the 

computer decay constant and the number of experiments in a condit ioning period 

influence the value of the memory timeo Thus when choosing controller time 

constants, the choice of conditioning time must be made first and then a 

CoFoe. decay constant selected which will result in the desired memory time. 

The memory time was usually made equal to about one conditioning period. 

If it is much shorter, experiments conducted at the beginning of a conditioI1=' 

ing period are practically forgotten at the end of the period. It is important 

that all experiments conducted about a given operating point affect C.PoCo 

output nearly equally thus making the output practically independent of the 

order in which the experiments were perfonnedo Therefore, if memory decay 

takes place in each compute cycle as it does in the experiments reported 

here, the decay time constant must be long when compared with the time 

required to complete one set of experiments. 

Now the demand that the process set point output stay essentially fixed 

during one conditioning period can be justified. As the memory time must be 

of length COmParable to the conditioning period, information collected at 

the begiming of the period is still held at its end. If' drift during the 

period, were great enough to render the initial infonnation incorrectg the 

output of the C.!oC.might be in error because the memory contained incorrect 

informationo 

The memory tiJne should ideally be chosen to fit the type of process 

response surface which is expectedo However, if the response surface is not 

lmown a "~udic:lous choice" can be mdeo A reasomble choice feone whioh 

gives the data collected at the last set point about half the weight of data 

collected at the current set pointo This, by definition, makes the memory 



time equal to one conditionillg period and was the choiee made for all the 

experiments which are reported here. It has been found that this usually 

resulted in an overshoot of the optimum by one move g but an overshoot of 

this size is usually quite acceptable in process control. Farthemoreg it 

should be noted that unless the C.PeC.has a very short memory time anovet"

shoot is inevitable as the pure decay which reaults from complete lack of 

successful experiments at anoptimwn cannot change inferences. Unless the 

C.p.Co receives information stating that a reversal of direction of move is 

needed, any memory which is not reduced to zero in one comitioning period 

will continue to call for decisions based on information received prior to 

reaching the optimu~

In summary, the following relationships must be observed if the C.P. Co 

is to maintain effective control of a process8 

a) The time between application of perturbations to a process must be 

several process time constants. 

b) The process must be essentially drift free over the conditioning 

periodo 

c) The conditioning period must be long enough to keep the effects 

of process noise to within acceptable limit,s. 

d) The memory time should 1?e great enough to make outputs independent 

of the order in which experiments are conducted!) but short enough 

to keep overshoot within acceptable limits. 

3.303 Design of Experiments 

Considerable effort has been devoted to the development of general 

criteria for the design of experiments, but relatively little has been 

written on the design of exper:iments whose goal is the achievement of 

optimal conditions. Discussion here will be limited to the ideas involved 

in the design of experiments for the CoPoCo optimizer. 



The experiments which the optimizer will perform must be properly' 

designed or information extraction will be inefficient. The extent to which 

eXPeriments can be designed before the controller is in use depends on how 

much is known about the process o The Jll)reinformation originally available» 

the more complete the design can· be and hence the simpler will be the'

mechanizationo 

The first important step in >the design of any experiment is the choice 

of the variables which will be in.volved o If the object of the experiment is 

to eventually reach a given output level eeg.the optimum according to a 

given criterion), the variables must be such that the goal is attainable by 

their adjustment under all likely circumstanceso In industrial applicationsS) 

the. process is usually well enough understood that there 1s no problem in 

choosing variables to meet these conditions. 

The next question is whether or not some redundant variables should be 

included. A variable is said to be redundant when a given goal can be reached 

without changing the value of that variableo In come cases, redundant 

variables permit the attainment of optimum conditions more q~icklyo However, 

it must be rememered that additional variables call for increased compUter· 

capacity, a greater nUllberof experiments in each conditioning period and 

hence for longer conditioning times. There mst therefore be an optimt.uil 

number of variables for any goal and process. 

If it is known that some of· the possible combinations of perturoations 

will never produce desirable results)) these eombinations should be eliminated 

from the set of experiments performedo 4s the results of the exper !menta 

are examined conditionally for success and unsuccessful experiments are not 

even counted, the lack of unsuccessful experiments cannot affect O.PoOe 

outputs. This statement assumes that all of the CoP.Co units have 

identical eharaeteristicso 
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The size of the perturbations together with a lifJt of the coDibinations 

of perturbations which will be used completely specifies the experimentsa 

These factors thus determine the size of the neighbouTh,ood which comes under 

the examination of the controller during a conditioning period. As even the 

direction of the line of steepest ascent is dependent on the size of the 

neighbourhoodexaminedg correct choice of the perturbation size is extremely 

important. 

The choice of the size of perturbation poses a difficult problelno It 

the perturbation of one variable has a much greater effect on the outpu"t than 

do other perturbations, it will "swamp" the others with the result that, with 

a binary information collecting system at the proces, output9 no information 

will be gathered regarding the other variables. It is tbereforedesirable 

. that all perturbations be chosen such as to have approximately equal effects 

on the process output. 

If the interaction 'between variables is slights) this ideal situation ean 

be approachedo In this easeS! the perturbation size associated with each 

variable can be adjusted such. that when one variable is perturbed with the 

others held :fixed, a change of given magnitude is caused at the output. 

After all perturbation sizes have been adjusted in this manner9 experiments 

involving perturbations to all variables si.mu.1taneol1s1y can be conducted. 

This ensures that all variables are eonsideredequallyo Often the resetting 

of perturbation sizes will be necessary only after several process set point 

moves. 

Unfortunately thi.s simple procedure cannot be' uSed 1t1hen significant 

interaction is present 8sit is based on the "one at a time" approaeh~ The 

effect which a perturbation of a given size will have on proeess output de= 

pends in general upon the size and direction of the other perturbations made 

in the same experimento With an unknown response surface and interacting 



variables, selections or pertubation sizes which will in each experiment have 

equal effeets on the output is a hopeless task. Box2 solves this problem by 

writing equations in terms of ·working units. which are obtained by diViding 

the numerieal values of measured. parameters by eonstant sealing factors. The 

factors are chosen such that "appreciable and comparable effects in response 

might be expected" when perturbations of one working unit were applied. This~

in effect, makes a "judicious choice lt of perturbation size. 

The problem has thus been reduced to tnat of how a jUdicious choice can 

be made o Information on which to base a decision must come from experiments 

already conducted on the process 0 One practical solution to this prablem 

has been tried exper:imentally and results are reported in section 4. The 

procedure involves the adjustment of the size of p! rturbation according to 

the degree with which it has been associated with successful experiments in 

the past. If a given perturbation occurred frequently with successful 

eXPeri.ments~ it was assumed that this perturbation was too large and was 

"swamping" the effeets o,f other perturbations o It was therefore reduced 

in size or other perturbations were increased in size. However}) because 

of unknown interaetions~ no guarantee can be given that this scheme will 

not occasionally cause very large dtbsturbances in the output or even that 

it will in all cases cope with the swamping probleme 

303.4 The Biased and Unbiased C;PoCo's 
/I ... .\' 

Thee.P. Co as described in the foregoing sections is s'. zeros biased 

C.P. O. That is to say9 for the 1aok of information concerning a variable 

it will, when probed, infer a zero on the channel associated with that 

variable. A unique signal is needed to indicate lack of information» but 

this cannot be prOVided when the output is binary. The fact that a definite 

mini.mum voltage is required to oPerate the discriminator circuits means that 



even 1£ some information is available its presence may be undetectable. In 

other words, the discriminator circuits have an undesirable dead zone which 

further agrivates the situation. Thus, an inferred zero can mean either 

that success is associated with the presence of a zero on that channel or 

that there is no information available regarding that variable. The unbiased 

Co Po Co is capable of deciding which is the case. 

'When the CoP. C. is applied to a problem, the bias toward inferring zeros 

mayor may not cause trouble. In process control applications, the bias can 

be troublesome as, for the lack of infor_tion about a variable, the computer 

continues to infer zeros o However, as it is necessary to assume that an 

inferred zero means that a perturbation of given sign has been involved in 

successful experiments, the biased C.P.C. will continually call for process 

set point motion in one direction even when it has received insufficient 

information on which to base a decision. This results in the steaqy motion 

of the process set point in a direction which need not be associated with 

successful experiments. 

The bias can be removed in practice by running two similarly biased 

machines in parallel. The information regarding success is fed into both 

halves of the unbiased Cop.C. in identical form, but the patterns which des

cribe the experiments are fed to corresponding channels of opposite halves and 

are binary complements of each other. The indication of a successful eXPeri

ment is (A-I) in both halves as it is necessary to probe the CoP. Co with an 

active input; i.e. (with A-I and not A-O). Thus while the ones and zeros 

representing perturbations to the process variables have been given opposite 

meaning :in the two halves of the unbiased lIIlchineg the dead zone error still 

results in the inference of zeros in both halves. 'l'herefore the zeros inferred 

due to dead zone can be recognized. The inferences given by the two halves 



are consistent only if aprohe causes patterns which are binary complements. 

of each other, to be inferred by the two halves of the computer. Conflicting 

inferences can be interpreted as indicating lack of information. The variables 

associated with charme1s which produce conflicting 1nferences are lett un

changed when the process set point is moved. In this way the unbiased C.P.C. 

is able to produce a three level output. The tt1eave unchangedtt signal gives 

the controller a dead zone characteristic which, as in other nonlinear con

tro11ersg can be of use in stabilizing the system. Its existence produces 

the possibility of critically damPed response together with predictiong 

although in practice this may be d:i.fficu1t to achieve, especially if C.P.C. 

memory time is long. 

There are two circumstances under which conflicting inferences can 

oecuro It the estimate of cond itiona1 probability is within the limits of 

uncertainty listed in section 2.4.7 J errors due to differences between the 

characteristice of various C.p.C. units may cause conflicting results. In 

cases where the decision is that close, there usually will be no harm caused 

by taking the middle course and leaving the value of that variable unchanged. 

However, it must be admitted that no guarantee of the harmlessness of this 

decision can be made. 

The second case is that in which counters have not reached their 

steady state during the conditioning period. If the C.poC.count and decay 

constants have been chosen to minimize conditioning time and to allow for 

only the small changes necessary to counter contents during hill climbiDgg 

large transients can easily arise when large changes (such as those which 

occur When a peak is crossed) are needed. Under such circuJn8tances, the 

ttleave unchanged" scheme is a good one. 

It is clear that under most conditions an unbiased C.P. C.is to be 

preferred over a biased machineo This superiority was the first result to 



be verified experimentally. Its on4r serious disadvantage is that the 

scheme requires either a larger computer or additional memory for data storage. 

3.3.~ The Three Phase Process 

As the purpose of the project described in this report was to study the 

application of a c.p.e. to the optimization of a process, it was necessar,y 

to find a process which was itself understood. It was expected that the 

c.r.e. would be most useful in the control of multivariable processes in 

which considerable interaction between the variables was present. Thus the 

process chosen must be capable of demonstrating this point. other require

ments which the process should meet included fast response time to input 

changes, input variables which were easily adjustable and outputs which were 

easily measureable. 

These last requirements inun.ed1ately suggested that theftprocess· should 

be an electrical network. Eventually it was decided that the process should 

consist of two three phase, Y connected, networks. The two networks were 

fed from a comon three phase power source as shown in Figure 4. One of the 

networks was considered to be the target network and the goal of the 

experiments was to adjust the parameters of the second or ·process" network 

so that its star point voltage was made equal in magnitude and phase to the 

star point voltage of the target network. Measurement of the error in adjust

ment was made by taking the algebraic difference between the two sta!'=point 

voltages, each being measured with respect to ground. This was accomplished 

by placing the primary of a suitable transformer between the two star poiAts. 

IsolatioD. 16S necessary as neither star point would necessarily be at grotmd 

potential. Appendix 0.4 gives circuit details. 

There is a minor difference between the hill climbing problem just 

described and the one usually encountered. In the case given, the target 
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amplifiers 

Fig. 4: Connection of Target and Process Networks 



,is know. ud the measure of error is the voltage ditferenc e between target 

and process star points. The object set for the optimizer is to minimize 

the measured error. In the general case, the actual target is not known and 

there can be no treasure of error as such. However, a measure of the relative 

merits of the set point and perturbed point settings can be made directq 

without comparing each to an absolute target. The differeace between the 

two cases affects the mechanization of the system but the results obtained 

from the present system are still applicable to the general case. 

In all the experiments reported here, the target kept the same form. 

However, by changing the variables used and the form of the process network, 

various types of problems were s 1mulated. Appendix B deals with the 

mathematics of the three phase system under various circumstances and the 

following paragraphs give a qualitative description of the results of these 

calculations. Various other details will be JEntioned when the experiments 

are discussed in section 4. 

The balanced three phase line voltages are represented in magnitude and 

relative phase angle by the sides of an eqUilateral triangle. The star point 

voltage of a Y network coanectedto a balamced supply can be located in the 

plane of the triangle by specifying the magnitude and phase of its voltage 

as measured from any one reference point or by specifying the nsgnitude or 

its voltage as measured from each of three reference points o 

Problems were set up by first specifying the target point and then 

setting initial conditions in the process circuit. The target point was set 

by adjust ing CjOT, RjOT and the ratio of RIOT to R20T. 

The first eXPeriments used a prooess circuit of the same form as the 

target circuit. Variables CjO and RjO were used as the optimizing variables 

with R10 and ~O approximately equal to each other and very nearly equal to 



RIOT and R20T respec.tively. The resulting interaction is of the orthogonal 

type. Figure, shows the loci of the star point voltage for fixed 030 and 

then for fixed R30 in the plane of the three phase voltage vectors. It is 

in this plane that the lines of constant error voltage are concentric circles. 

Figure 6 shows these lines when plotted in the three phase vector plane and 

in the 030 R30 plane. 

Another set of eXPeriments was conducted using ~O and R30 as process 

variables with C30 • 00. This arrangement produces nonorthogonal interaction 

of varying angle. Figure 7 shows loci of the star point voltage for constant 

R20 and for constant R30 in the three phase plane. The lines of equal error 

voltage in the R30 ~O plane. a re shown in Figure 8. 

It should be noted that there are portions of the three phase plane which 

cannot be occupied by the star point voltage if only two parameters of the 

Y are variable, but which become available if a third variable is introduceq. 

For example, the circles shown in Figure , ean be shifted if R20 is made 

variable. Therefore it is possible to set a problem in which changes in three 

variables will be needed for solution9 but for which there is still an infinite 

number of solutions when three variables are used. The reason for this is that 

onee the value of the third variable has been brought within certain limits, 

whose value depends on the settings of the remaining two variables, it is 

possible to solve the problem with the remaining two variables. 

It has been shown that the three phase "process· meets all the 

requirements indicated in the opening paragraph of this section. The 

versatility usual~ associated with electric analogues is displayed and 

different types of interaction can be produced from the same basic system. 

3.3.6 .ehanization 

Some auxil1ary apparatus was needed to mechanize the process and to 

make the conditioning of the C.P.C. automatic. This apparatu8 included a 
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mechanical tape reader, a master clock, a process controller, a discriminator 

circuit and a three phase power supply. A. block diagram showing the various 

com.ponents of the system and their relationships one to another :is given in 

Figure 9. .A complete description of the circuits is found in AppendiX C. 

The timing of the system was directed by the master clock. This unit 

directly controlled the read-move cycle of the tape reader and hence indirectly 

controlled the rate at which experiments were performed. It can be preset to 

perform a given number of experiments before stopping. Thus, once started, 

it is able to complete a conditioning period without further attentioJllo 

.l punched paper tape having one channel for each of the process variables 

and thereby containing a list of the desired experiments, was fed into the 

tape reader. The tape was not random but contained several complete sets of 

the possible combinations of the perturbations. Within each set, the order 

in which the patterns were arranged was identical. This was permissible as 

the process time constants were so short that sequential effects were impossible. 

The data from the tape was fed simultaneously to both the C.p.C. and a set of 

relays, known as the M relays, ill the process controller. These relays 

perfonned the process parameter Perturbation as demanded by the patterns read 

from the tape. 

A relay operated unit known as the process controller dealt directly with 

the process. It was able to set the process to its set point when called for 

by the master clock or to any of the perturbed points as instructed by the 

patterns read by the tape reader. It also operated the discriminator circuit, 

sent discriminator results to the C.p.C. at the appropriate time and 

initiated the C.p.C. compute cycle. In order to guard against improper 

setting of the master clock, there was an interlock or cheek signal fed back 

from the controller to the DEster clock. If the master clock was set. to cycle 
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more qUick4r tha. the controller was able to cycle, the clock was automatically 

stopped by the controller. 

The discrimiutor is that circuit whieh decides whether an experiment 

has bes successful or ullSuccessful. It uses capacitor storage to store 

the amplified values of set point and perturbed point error voltageso A 

comparison is then made between these two voltages and an output results it 

the set poiat voltage is found to be the greater. Such is the case if aa 

exper1meat has DeEm successful. The output signe llillg success is fed by way 

of the process controller to the Cof. C. 

Figures 10 allld 11 show how the process controller caused periumatioR 

of process variableso To bring the process to its set poimt, contacts marked 

S were operated and all of theM relays were released. J.. perturbed point 

settimg was achieved qy releasing relay S and energizing the appropriateM 

relays. Both the Mand S relays are part of the p rocees controller. In all 

eases the value of a variable which lias x at the set point was (x .t A x) at 

the perturbed point where 6. x was the size of the perturbatiollo 

III sectioll 3.303 it was shown that a data i.veraio. was iavolved in the 

operation of am ullbiased Cop. C. Figures 10 a:n.d 11 show how the iJlversioJl was 

accomplished iD these experimellts. Thelta"sectioms of these figures eho'W 

the process circuits used with ome half of the unbiased CoP.C. while the "0" 

sections show the circuits used with the other half of the mehille. It ea

be seeD that the two sections of OBe figure give identical values to the 

Parameters vhe. relay S is operated aDd all of the Mrelays are released; 

i.e. the eet poiats are :id antical 8S they should be. When relay S is released 

andM relays operate, perturbations of opposite sigB result from :Identical 

relay actiou. As there is DO other aversion of data in the system, the 

inversion Ileceeeary for aD. uJlbiased C.F. G. has been accomplished. 

As the .chine available wss a zeros biased C.P.C., it was Decessary to 
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simulate an unbiased machine by consecutive runs of the biased schine. 

When an unbiased machine was wanted, the biased machine was used alternately 

as the two halves of an unbiased mchineo This procedure necessitated 

recording counter voltages and inferences each t!me the conversion from the 

duties of one half to the duties of the other was made. Unfortunate~

conversion from one to the other was frequent, because before tl'B process 

set point could be moved, the inferences drawn from both halves of the 

unbiased machine regarding moves from the current set point were neededo 

In the experiments described here, a human operator processed the 

information gathered from the inferences o None of these operations involved 

any arbitrary interpretation of results but were restricted to the strict 

application of given rules o Elimination of the human operator would have 

been simple but costly because of the wide range of rules which it was 

desirable to test. Changes to the process set point as decided by the rule 

were not mechanized, but were left to the operatoro 

The only unit not yet mentioned is the three phase supply which provided 

a 1000 cps, 10 volt Ro~So sinewave to energize the process and target yv Se 

Further details are given in Appendix Col. 
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40 EIPERlmNTAL RESULTS 

Now that some of' the theoretical aspects of the topie have been treated» 

experiments which were perfonned to verify the theory will be reportedo In 

the reports which f'ollow 9 experiments which were designed to illustrate a 

given point are all ~ntioned in the same subsectiono 

4 1 The Biased. vao the UnbiasedCoPoCo0 

The theoretical m.erits of the unbiased CoFoCo over the biased _chine 

have been mentioned in section 303040 In that section» it was noted that the 

biased and unbiased machines should perform in similar manners when sufficient 

information was made available to the machines Sl but that a biased maehine 

could make incorrect decisions when complete information was not availableo 

The first set of experiments was therefore designed to compare the 

performances of two machines of opposite biases with an unbiased machines> in 

regions of' a two variable process response surface where the Partial gradients 

of' the surface with respect to each variable were of comparable magnitude» and 

both sufficiently large to be detectableo It is in such a region that the most 

complete information will be availab1e o The experiments were performed on a 

process eXhibiting interaction of the type shown in Figure 30 but with 

perturbations sizes small enough that the effects of interaction were smIlo 

Figure 10 gives the schematic diagrams of the target and process YVs used 

in these experimentso The 001'000 time eonstants 9 the size of experimental 

perturbations and the size of moves made to the process set point were all 

chosen "'jUdiciously" and were held fixed throughout this ,series of experimentso 

Figure 12 shows the paths taken from identical starting points toward 

the optimm by each of twq machines o As wa~expected9 there are only minor 

differences between the paths and 'both paths closely approximate the line of 

steepest ascent o 
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~ second set of exper1mentswas performed using the same process and 

the same process variables» but with starting points such that one of the 

partial gradients of the SUrface was initially large enough to swamp the effects 

of the second partial gradient. Comparison was .de between two biased 

,machines and the unbiased machine. In this case, paths taken by the three 

machines were quite different,S) but all three were able to converge to the 

optimum because their paths eventually strayed into regions of the response 

surface in which the partial gradients were of comparable magnitudes. 

The paths taken are shown in Figure 13. It should be noted that 'When the 

unbiased machine has insufficient information regarding a variable it is able 

to leave that variable unchanged when the process set point is moved, but 

that under the same conditions the biased machines move such variables in the 

direction -ot the machine biases 0 This point is clearly illustrated by' the 

directions which the paths of the three machines take at the start of these 

experiments where complete information about gradients is not available to 

the C.P. C. 'While both biased machines nake correct decisions regarding 

changes in the one variable (resistance' for which they have sufficient 

information, the decision regarding the other variable {capacitance' depends 

only on the bias of the nachine making the decision. 

Figure 14 shows the path taken by a biased machine when it is started 

in a region in which one partial gradient is 18 swamped OOby the effects of the 

other and when the resulting drift does not move the process into regions 

haVing partial grad ients of comparable _ gnitudeo In this case the bias may 

be such as to cause continuous di.vergence from optimum as shown in Figure 140 

One further case should be examined briefly.. This is the case in which 

the total gradient in all directions is too small to be detectedo'rhis means 

that because information is collected only from successful experiments 
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and none of the experiments conducted is detectably suecessfuls no informtion 

can be gathered.. If the CoFoCo is started in such a regions its memory holds 

no information and it is collecting none o Under such circumstances~ the 

process will be moved in the direction of the biases of a biased machine or 

will be left stationary by an unbiased machine. However~ if the process 

enters such a region when the CoP.Co memory is not emptY9 it will continue to 

move in the same direction as it was going at the time of its entry. This 

motion will continue with either a biased or unbiased mchine until memory 

contents are rendered unreliable by e~cessive decay. In a noiseless process 
I 

the unbiased machine will then stop prpcess set point motion while the biased 
\ ~

maohine will move the process in the direction of its biases. 

It should be noted that a similar situation arises when the prooess is 

at its optimum setting since this condition also results in the conducting 

of a completely unsuccessful set of experimentso In this case thoughg memory 

contents cause the process to overshoot its optimal setting as was explained 

earlier. 

This set of experiments ha s demonstrated the superior performance of an 

unbiased machine over a biased machineo It is concluded though9 that under 

favourable conditions a biased machine could successfully optimize a processo 

These conditions put such restrictions on the partial gradients of the 

surface that no one perturbation is continually swamped by other perturoation8o 

In practice, it becomes more and more difficult to meet these conditionsa. 

the number of variables is increasedo If significant interaction is present 

between process variables~ it becomes impossible to guarantee that the 

conditions will be met even for a two variable process unless there is 

considerable information available regarding the nature of the interactions. 



Thus~ in practice, the use of a biased C.poCo will have to be restricted 

to those cases where there is insignificant interaction or where the intel'='" 

actions are at least partially understood. It is felt that in man.y cases the 

problem of "peak following- could be successfully bandIed by a biased DBchine. 

~his point will be more fully dealt with later. 

4.2 C.P.C. Optimization of NOtFInteracting Systems 

It has been noted that one of the problems which is basic to the 

experimental approach to process optimization is the design of the experimentso 

In the present case it was decided that the experiments would consist of a 

complete set of all possible combinations of binary perturbations to the 

process variables. The question as to what size of perturbation should be 

used or how the size should be chosen for each variable has been left 

unanswered. A related question9 namely how the size of the set point moves 

should be related to perturbation sizeS! must also be answered. In the 

experiments just reported, these questions were settled by a -jUdicious choice

which implies considerable a priori knowledge of the process response surfaceo 

It is now necessary to make these choices a little less arbitrary so that 

less a priori information will be needed. In any case9 an initial assumption 

as to the appropriate sizes will have to be _de, but it is possible to 

modify this assumption with information obtained regarding the shape or the 

process response surface as the us usl optimizing experiments proceed. Al

though it is not desirable because of the extra time required,P it may be 

advisable to conduct the occasional auxiliary experiment specifically 

designed to answer some of these questions o 

In the first attempt to settle the perturbation size p roblemj perturbations 

were made just large enough to make the p:l rtisl gradients of the surface 

individually detectable. The move size associated wi th a given variable was 



made equal to twice the perturbation size. This solution to the p3rturbation 

size problem requires an auxiliary set of experiments to neasure the partial 

gradients. In ortier to minimize the number of auxiliary experiments required, 

the results of one experiment were considered to be valid until "swamping" 

was observed. This was indicated by the presence of two or more successful 

experiments in each set. 

It should be noted that any scheme based on the .measurement of partial 

derivatives neglects interaction effects and for this reason such a scheme 

will prove ineffective in cases where interaction is significant. The 

process used in this experiment was the same as the one used in the first 

set of experiments. It displayed negligible interaction when perturbation 

sizes were small. This condition for non=interaction of process variables was 

again met in this experiment. 

Figure 1, shows the path taken by an unbiased C.poC. in this first 

proposed solution to the perturbation size probleIno Wide discrepancies 

between the path shown and that of steepest ascent are evident. The reason 

for this lies in the fact that in order to climb a path of steepest ascent,S) 

moves should be made proportional to their respective partial gradients. In 

this case, moves were made proportional to the perturbations which~ when applied 

one at a time, gave minimum detectable changes in the process output. This 

procedure made the moves inversely proportional to the partial gradientso 

The problem of aeasuring the various partial gradients in compatible 

units must now be tackled. In the calculations which fol10w$ the problem is 

formulated and a somewhat arbitrary solution is evolved. The mthod used is 

a dimensionless analysis in which all perturbations are reduced to dimenslolF 

less quantities by d.ividing their numerical values by individual normalizing 

factors. These factors are chosen to be equal to the size of the smallest 

perturbation which the variable will experience during the optimizing 
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experiments. It is at this juncture that the arbitrariness of the solution 

creeps in. The size of the smallest allowable perturbation in each variable 

must be chosen with some a priori knowledge of system behaviour. In practice, 

this is not a serious limitation since sufficient data for this purpose 

should be available for anw industrial process. 

Consider the case of process variables Xt and X2 and a response surface 

S plotted in the 11%2 plane. 

Let ~ Xl and ~X2 !! set point moves in It and X2 respectively, 

!! smallest allowable penurbationin Xl and %2 

respectively, 

A Xl and A %2 !! perturbation sizes which make the output change,4 S 

just detectable, 

iii Xl , 
Xl 

iii :1.2
x2

and Q ;: angle which the line of steepest ascent makes with 

Using Xl andx2 as normalizing factors 
1\as. AS 
~ lJ.lixl 

where the circumflex means estimated value and 
1\ as • AS rxr AX2/X2 

By definition of the line of steepest ascent, 

tan Q J S Js:II 

O!l / ~ (4•.3) 

If the new set point is to lie on the line of steepest ascent, 
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or ) Xl- • 
~ %2 

~Xl • A X2• • 
All 

Li Xl---- (4.8)
AX2 

relative 
Thus if there is negligible interaction, the!move sizes are determined 

to within the rather arbitrary constant [~1 2 by the values of the plr\;ial 

gradients at the current operating point. 

An experiment employing these results was conducted. The process was 

the same as had been employed previously and so the required non- interaction 

condition was met. In this experiment~ xl was made equal to 100 ohms and x2 

was 0.00(1)..1£. with the result that a path close to that of steepest ascent 

as shown in Figure l5,was achieve;_ 

4.3 Optimization of Interacting·Systems 

So far, the experiments reported have been conducted on processes having 

weakly interacting variables. As the main advantage of an experimenting type 

of process controller is its ability to deal with a system of interacting 

variables, it is necessary to investigate controller operations under these 

conditions. For this reason, the remaining experiments were conducted with 

processes in which strong interactions were present. The schematic diagram 

of the process used 1s shown in Figure 11 ani the pertinent star point 

loci are given in Figure 8. 



4.3.1 Use of Judicious Choiee 

Again a start was made by carefully choosing C.P.C. time constants, 

perturbation sizes and set point move sizes. Perturbation sizes in H2o and 

R30 were both left fixed. at 100 ohms and the move sizes were lTSde equal to 

200 ohms initially, but each was reduced to 100 ohm3 as soon as the first 

reversal of d. irection of move in the variable was called for by the unbiased 

C.P.C. Figure 16 shows the plths taken by the controller in two cases. The 

first or these is the path taken up a ridge while the second involves travel 

to a ridge followed by an ascent up the ridge. It is interesting to note 

that in the latter case movement is roughly along the local line of steepest 

ascent and for this reason mqtionis from the starting point to the ridge 

and then up the rid ge. 

This last problem was also attempted using the "one at a time- approacho 

As was expected, this method failed to optimize the process when it became 

·stuck" at a point on the ridge from which all none at a time" changes 

produced undesirable changes in the process output. 

4.3.2 Effects of Perturbation Size 

It has 'been suggested that the choice of perturbation size can greatl,. 

influence the path taken qy the process on its way to its optimum settingo 

Improper choice can :in some cases prevent the achievement of optimal 

conditions. A reasonable choice of perturbation sizes was made in the 1ast 

experiment reported. In the present expe riment s the effects of scaling 

both perturbations by the same factor and of scaling the two individually 

will be illustrated. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 170 

The first experiment involved increasing both perturbations from 100 

ohms to 400 ohms. The main benefit of this change is that the process can be 

optimized in fewer s~t point moves,9 but the optimization may be more coarse 
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than in the case with smaller perturbations. Another point which weighs 

heavily against the case for large perturbations is the faet that the 

relatively large size of disturbances which experiments will cause in the 

output nay be objectionable. There is no reason why a strategy cannot be 

arranged which would continually reduce the perturbation size as optimal 

conditions are approached and thus combine the advantages of quick 

optimization and close approach to the optimum. There would, of course, have 

to be a lower limit set on the size of move in any practical case. 

In the second and third experiments, the size of the perturbation of one 

variable was doubled while that of the other was left unchanged. The larger 

perturbation was made to a different variable in each experiment. Figure 11 

shows that while both experiments do eventually converge to the process 

optimum, the paths are radically different. This is a good illustration of 

the effects of ·swamping". 

Thus it has been shown that both the absolute size of perturbation and 

their sizes relative to one another can greatly affect the path taken by 

this type of controller as it moves a process over a response surface. 

The last experiment of this set demonstrates a practical solution to 

the problem. It is known as the ·single success· approach and it does not 

assume negligible interaction. This approach was mentioned and briefiy 

discussed in section 3.303. Although the demonstration was made for the case 

of two variables, the approach should be directly applicable to the case of 

three interacting variables and with slight modification to systems of still 

more variables. 

As was uentioned in section 3.3.3, the aim of this procedure is to 

prevent ·swamping" of the effects of one partial derivative by other partial 

derivatives and thus to gather more complete information from the optimizing 

experiments than would otherwise be possible. This goal is achieved by so 
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adjusting the perturbation sizes that only one successful experiment is 

performed in each complete set of all possible binary experiments. The chief 

fault of this approach is found in the fact that there may exist several 

combinations of various sized pertumations which will result in the 

required single success. As the path which the controller follows is governed 

by the perturbation sizes, it will depend on the combination of perturbations 

chosen. In other words, the path obtained by this approach ie not 

necessari~ unique. 

It is realized that as the number of variablee is increased it will 

become more difficult, if not impossible, to obtain a single successful 

experiment in each complete set wi thin reasonable time by suitable adjust

ment of all perturbation sizes. Therefore, it is wise to accept some 

"swampinglt and to uee an unbiased C.P.C. to deal with the resulting information 

deficiency problem. 

In the single experiment which was conducted using this approach, 

auxiliary experiments were carried out to decide the sizes of the perturb= 

at ions. The perturbation sizes were initially set at an arbitrarily small 

value and increased together until they were large enough to cause a detect= 

able change in the process output. Then the size of the perturbation made to 

the variable which was involved most often in successful experiments was de=

creased by an arbitrarily set amount. Upper and lower limits were set on the 

allowable size of each perturbation. When it was indicated that a perturbation 

size should be set outside' these limits, then rather than exceeding these 

limits, the desired result was achieved by increasing the size of the 

perturbation of the variable associated least with success. It should be 

possible to periodical1¥ extract the necessary information regarding 

association of variables with success from the C.P. C. counters and thus to 
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avoid the auxiliary experiments. For examples the perturbation size adjust

ment could be based on the inferences drawn by an unbiaeed C.1'.C. at the end 

of each conditioning Period. 

The path taken by the controller was found to be very similar to that 

taken when the same problem was solved using fixed perturbations. Although 

the move size was at all times :restricted to being equal to the :Fe rturbation 

size (and not twice this quantity as was ueed in previous eXJ:er1ments' the 

number of moves required for optimization was only very slightly greater than 

formerly. Figure 18 compares the pi th taken under the "single success

scheme with that taken by a controller using fixed perturbation sizes. 

4•.3.3 Increment ~thod and Peak Following 

Two more experiments were included in the sets conducted with two 

variable systems. The first of these demonstrates a uethod which will be 

mown as the Increment &thod. Here» rather than completely conditioning 

the C.1'.CC. and then probing, only relatively few inputs were presented before 

probing. The size of the move made on the basiB of the informtion displayed 

by the probe was correspondingly sll811er than had previously been the case as 

the moves were made nore frequently and were ba8ed on less complete information. 

The move eizes were actually smaller than the perturbation sizes. Such a 

scheme should Permit faster controller reeponse to changes in the sign of 

response surface gradients than 1s possible with longer conditioning periods 0 

However, it would also make the controller more susceptible to process nojse. 

The eXPeriment which was conducted to test the feasibility of the plan 

was conducted with a b1ased C.PoC. on a process having strong interactiono 

,Results showed that the plan was indeed feasible in that the controller 

followed a path very similar to that obtained by previous methods 0 However, 

superiority of the increment mthod over procedures previously described was 

not established. 
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James andIee4 have suggested that experimenting type controllers may 

prove to be useful in peak following applications 0 The experiment described 

below was designed to demonstrate the C.p.C. in use as a IBak following 

device. 

The experiment was conducted with an unbiased C.PoC. on a process having 

interacting variables with the 0 eject of showing that if once a process 

optimum was reached by the controller, the controller would be able to follow 

the peak if the location of the peak on the response surface were to shift. 

In the experiment, the "shift If was in the form of jumps made by changing the 

value at the capacitor C30T in the target Yo These jumps were always made 

just before the start of a conditioning period and the CoPoCo time constants 

'Were such that it was able to "condition" to the new circumstances before it 

was probed. It is realized that in practice the shifts nay be continuous in 

nature or may be jumps occurring at any time during the conditioning period. 

However, the results as displayed :in Figure 19 show that provided the ove~

all drift rate of the optimum is slow enough, it can be hamled by the copoe. 

They also show that jumps which occur near the end of a conditioning period 

could at worst cause the CoP. C. to make one incorrect decision. Again, the 

condition that jumps shall not be too frequent nor continuous drifts too 

fast must be insisted upon. 

4.4 The Three Variablelroblem 

It was desired to demonstrate the ability of the C.p.Co to control a 

three variable process. In these expe riments the O.1'.C. time constants and 

perturbation sizes werele£t .f'~ed throughout any one experiment. The move 

size in each variable 'Was made equal to double its respective perturbation 

size until a change in the direction of move was called for, after which the 

move and associated perturbation sizes ,were made equal. fwo experiments were 
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conducted on processes having three interact:tng-v-ariablesll one 0 f which was 

always redundant. A .process Y consisting of three variable resistance arms 

and an unbiased C.F.O. were used in both experiments" The only difference 

between the two experiments was the size of pertumation (and hence the size 

of move) chosen for one of the variableso As there was a redundant variable$' 

it was possible to obtain near optimum conditions in both cases by different 

paths and with different final values of the Process variables. 

Display of the results is really a problem in three dimensions and so 

in order to avoid the problem of perspective drawings» the results have 

been displayed in graphical form in Figures 20 and 210 The reversala in 

direction of changes to the variables are indicative of the interaction 

present. 

The first conclusion which can be drawn from these results is that the 

value of the perturbation size is again an important factor in determining 

the path which the controller will take. This is not entirely due to the 

fact that the move size has been related to the size of perturbationll but is 

due largely to the fact that both the relative and absolute sizes of the 

perturbations directly affect the results of· the optimiZing experiments" 

Another important point of interest is the fact that the value of the 

error voltage was not observed to decrease monotonically, but was occasionally 

observed to increase slightlYoIn the present case» this was due to one of' 

two reasons. In the earlier parts of each experiment9 the move size was double 

the pertumation size. This constitutes prediction and some overshoot of 

optimal conditions with the possibility of increasing the output error is 

thus practically 'f unavoidable 0 

The second reason is apt to apply after predict ion in this form has ceasedo 

The explanation for increased error is then based on the fact that the nnbiased 
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C.P.C. can, when probed, indioa.te that a given variable should have its 

value left unchanged. 'When it does this, it is indicating a move which was 

not tried during the experiments and which"because of interactions is not 

necessarily a satisfactory move. However, the effects of such amove are 

in practice small it the move sizes are of reasonable magnitude. It is 

reasonable to expect tha t in most cases",when such a lIJ)ve has been made, 

information gathered at the new set- point will produce a correct move the 

next time. However, no guarantee can be made for the general case. 
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The first conclusion which can be drawn from the discussions and 

experimental results is that an experimenting type optimizing controller based 

on a C.P.C. can be successfully operated under suitable conditions. The 

conditions are first that sufficient information on the process response 

surface be made available to the computer and second.. that the controller 

and process time constants be compatible. The first condition reduces to the 

familiar perturbation size problem and, as has been explained at some length, 

is in some cases difficult to meet. As, by suitable design, the C.P.C. itself 

can be made almost arbitrarily fast, the second condition reduces to the 

statement that the process drift rate must be s low enough that the process 

set-point is essentially stationary during a conditioning period. In practice, 

this means that the perturbation sizes mst be large compared to process 

drifts during the conditioning time. Again it is possible to envisage 

practical cases where the condition would be difficult to meet. 

The second conclusion concerns the superior performance of the unbiased 

C.P.C. over a biased machine in process control applications. The ability 

ot the unbiased C.p. C. to leave a variable unchanged in value when it is 

supplied with incomplete information is an important asset. While it may be 

argued that this does not always provide the best strategy under conditions 

of insufficient infonnation, it is probably the 'best under most circumstances. 

It 1s possible that this property can completely prevent set-point moves. 

However, it should be remembered that usually only some of the variables will 

be left unchanged in a given set-point move and that the process is mved 

when even one ot its variables is changed. Information which was not available 

at one set-point may be D'Bde available in experiments conduoted about a new 



set-point. The important fact is that set-point stagnation seems unlikely 

in even a two variable process. 

It should. be noted that these conclusions do not deny the usefulness of 

a biased C.P. O. under appropriate conditions. The main condition for its 

successful application is that the biased C.Po C. not be run long without 

being able to obtain inforll'Btion regarding each of the variables it controls. 

This restriction suggests that the biased C.P.C. might be used in peak 

following problens involving relatively few variables. A guarantee that the 

process would never be able to leave the region of its peak would be necessary. 

One more point deserves some attention. What does an unbiased C.P.C-. 

consider to be "sufficient tt infozmation and what factors affect this? The 

machine must base its deeisions on the contents of its counters and not on 

the data currently being presented. An "insufficient information" signal 

can therefore be the result of one of two conditions. Firstly, the computer 

may actually have no information regarding a given variable. The second and 

more frequently encountered reason is that a change in input statistics has 

occurred and counter transient levels are such that cOInIJ.ementary counters 

in the two halves of the unbiased mach:ine produce conflicting outputs. The 

length of the transients is determined by initial counter conditions and 

C.P.C. count and decay constants. These are therefore the factors which 

usually determine the amount of informtion required before it is "sufficientu• 

In brief then, it is concluded that the controller which employs an 

unbiased C.P.C. is able to operate satisfactori~with less information 

input than is possible when a biased nechine is used. 

Section 3.3 has dealt with the fact that a complete C.P.C. is not needed 

in process control applications. In fact, as few as (n+l) units are needed 

in a biased machine and ( 2n+l) in an unbiased machine when there are n 

controlled variables and the attendant loss of information is acceptable. 
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~n n 
The greatest number of units ever required is L- Cr. These are the 

r=O 
Itsuccess unit lt and all its supe:r-units up to rank (n+l). 

If the inference levels are all equal but less than 0.,0, then onl:;y 

~n nCr units can supply the necessaxy information. Under these con:l.itions 

action should be taken only on the inferences produced by the highest ranking 

unit which inters in an unbiased mchine. If two or more inferences occur in 

the highest inferring rank, all but one of these must be el1minated. In many 

cases, a random choice or even a fixed preference can be used to eliminate 

the unwanted inferences. 

One method which could be used to extract still more information from a 

C.P.c. is to employ variable inference levels. Such a scheme could be used 

either alone or in conjunction with a fixed level approach. Investigation 

of these methods might yield some useful results. 

It is evident from all these discussions that efficient extraction of 

infonration is of prime importance. Restriction to the use c:C binary methods 

is indeed a severe blow to extraction efficiency. However, before discarding 

the system for this reason, some thought must be given to the simplicity 

which it allows in performance of experiments and in the data processing. 

In section 4 it has been shown that for two reasons the sizes of 

perturbations used in the optimizing experiments greatly affects the path 

which the-controller will take. '!he first of these is that the move 

size is of necessity determined in some anner by the perturbation size. 

Secondly, due to the e·frects of interaction and to the binary manner in which 

information 1sextracted from the experiments, the perturbation sizes affect 

the results of the experiments and hence the information gathered from them. 

'l'he trouble encountered in choosing the perturbat ion sizes is due to the fact 

that their optimal values camot be chosen without detailed information 

about the response surface. This, in turn, can be obtained only through 



experiments involving these perturbations.It is therefore necessary to accept 

a somewhat less than optimal design of the optimizing experiments at least 

part of the time. The unbiased C.p. C. 1s helpful in handling the lack-of

information problem which results. 

It was pointed out in seetion 3.3.3 that complete sets of binary 

experiments are unnecessa ry. .A:n:! expe riaents which a re known to be 

unsuccessful need be neither performed nor recorded as thee.f.C. counts onl,y 

the successful experiments. 

Section 3.,2 has classified types of interaction between two variables 

Xl and %2 according to the pattern which lines of constant Xl and X2 mke 

when plotted on circular contours of equal proc~s output. This classification 

was found userul, when assessing the difficulties which a process controller 

would experience when dealing with the interaction. 

Experimental evidence has been obtained which provides insight into 

the abilities and limitations of a C.P._C. in the field of process optimization. 

Although the work has been restricted to problems in two and three inter

acting variables, the conclusions are generally applicable to multivariable 

process control. 



APPENDIX A 

VERIFICATION 

Development of equation 2.8: 

After n consecutive decays 

V • til Vo Al 

In[:;J. n In k A2 

In k • ~ In[~] A3 
o 

Calculation of the value of the "decayed count-I 

Counter voltage after one count is added 

• (V+ Q) A4 

Voltage at end of decay cycle -k (V. Q) A5 

Decayed count • k( V ... 9) - V A6 

• V (ki-l). kQ 17 

== kQ -V(l -k) A8 
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APPENDIX B 

THE THREE PHASE PROCESS 

Let I, ~E and ~E represent the line voltages ofa balanced three phase 

supply. Let·~ and 12 be the loop currents in a Y connected load as shown 

below. In all the work which follows, voltage E has been taken as the 

reference direction. 

Then the loop equations of the system are 

E • ,z10 II + ~O (11 +12) 1 

tx,.E. • 1;0 ~ - ~O 11 2 

~2E • -130 12 -~O (1:1 +12) 3 

where ~ is a pure rotation of + 1200 • 

From equation 2 

11 • 130 12 - fX..E 
4 

~O

Substituting equation 4 into equation 1 

E • 11013012 -Il~ .. ~O(I2gl0 .. 13012 - ~E) 5 
810 



12 • ~O~E .. Z100CE ... 110 E 
6

~O~O"'Zro~O+~oljo

But ',30 .a30~

',30 • ~O E llX<l2o'" 3].0) ... 110J 
8 

~O ~O ... ~O 3;0+ ~O 130 

Qonsider the ease in 'Which 110 .R10'~0 • ~O and 130 is composed of 

capacitance C,30 and resistance 1,30 in series. Then 

130 • w 130 030 -j 
9 

wC30 

As ex.... -I + jrr 10 
2 

by substitution into equation 8 

"30 • E ( wR30C3o-j) LRIo-R2o+j IT (RlO+~O,J
~ (RwR2o WC3O+~oR30 (.il03O+~oR;o w (;30"" jR:Lo- j~O) 11 

The angle which V30 makes with E is given by 

l
Angl.e '30 -L'30 - tan- f Imaginary part '3~J 12

L Real part V30 

• tan- 1 9 13 
T 

WheN Q - { (R10 + ~O) [1.0 (;3oR30(R:L0 -~O) ... IT (Rio ... ~oil 14 

- [ RI0 -~O - [jwR30C30 (R10 + ~o~ OJ 030 

[RloR20 ... R3oR10 + R.30R2~~
and 'f - {lWCJoR30(Rl(j~O' + n' (Rlot'~O~ [U,) C30 

(RJ.0R2ot'RloR3ot'R2oR30U+(.:I.O+R20) [Rlo-B2o- fjlAl R30030 

(R10 + R20)]J 15 

1'301 · [V30 v~' 16 



w 
2 

0302R30
2 (RIO-~O)2.,(RIO"~O)2+(R1(j~O)2+3lV2R'02C30

2(R1O+~O)2

JC302(RlOR30+~OR30+Rl0R2o)2 +(Rl O+R20)2 

Reduction of equation 17 gives 
,.....------------------.....IV30) :; E (w2C302Rj02+1) (.102 + Rl 0R2o .. ~(2)

(IS)
ulC30

2 {RlORjO+~OR30+Rl0R2o)2 +(Rlo+R20)2 

It RIO • ·~O • R then 

L V30 • tan-l. [w2C302~o(Jt+ 2R30) + 2J 
L WR C30 

(20)

It is now suggested that the loci of the star point voltage for 

constant values of R30 are semi-eircles. If R is also constant, these semi

circles have their centres on the median of the three phase triangle which 

meets line Vl2 and are all tangent to this line at point 4 where it intersects 

. the median. It will be sh.own that the radius of any semi-eirele whieh is a 

member of this set is given by 

Radius • IT E [1 - R30 ]2 r 
2R3o+R 

It will also be shown that when 030 is a constant the loci of the star

point voltage are sets ofaroe of circles having their centres on the line

V12 at a distance equal to their radii from point 4. The radius is given

by equation 22.

Radius • IT W CJaR E (22) 
8 

When 1:1.0 ·~O • Rand 130 is given by equation 9, equation 8 'becomes 

'30 • E 130 (20<. +1)

2 130 +R
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The figure on page B-1 shows that 

or 

By substitution from equatiom 23 and 25 .

V40 • ~0(2tX... 1) _( tX. .. t)
26 

E 2~0. R 

• a30(~·1)-(2a3o+R)0t+t'
27 

2 ~O + R

• -:R~+t)
28 

2 ,130+R 

But 130· WR30C3o-j 
9WC30

V40 _.j IT RWC.,O

.. T • --"-"--.,}-- 292(WRw3o- j )+R wC30 

2 2• .f3' RWC3o-j.f3'< w2C302R3oft+f W2C30 R , 
30 

2 2( ,., .·)2 4W C 2R ·R+30 30

· ff RWC30 r2-;WC;0(2R3O+R~l
L", C30 (2R30+R) +4J 31 

. 
Rearrangement shows that . 

~. Ji RWC30{~. ~C30,:(2ft3.0.+, ft,•.).~ -i~C30~2R3otR),2]1
4+ wC30 (2R30+R) w 030 (2~0+R +4 32 

This is of the form 

'hO A 030 [ 1+ cos Q "'j sin Q] 33-.
E 

which is the equation of a circle with centre on line '12 at distance AC.301' from 

• 



point 4- Only the arc running from point 4 to the R30 -0 semi-circle has 

physical meaning. 

This is of the form 

rr- [1 _ 1130 J... f cos G - j (l+sin G~V40B - f f 2IL...... R l 1 3S
-:-jc! 

which is the equation of a circle with centre on the median to point 4 at a 

distance J1E[t-R30 .' .J belOw the point and having a radius given by the 

2R30+R 

same expression. Only the semi-circle in the right hand half' of the three 

phase plane has physical meaning when 1.30 is capacitative. 

These sets of circles have the same form as does the Smith Chart used 

in transmission line calculations. Thus, the circles of constant It30 

intersect the circles of constant C30 at right angles. 

When RIO ~ ~O the sets of circles are shifted such that the centres c£ al.rcles 

of constant R30 lie on the line which joins point 3 to a point at distance 

EB.20 from point 2 on line V12. 

RIO+~O

Row, the ease of a Y contairrlng three resistive arms will be considered. 

The necesse ry equations are obtained from equations 13 and 18 by setting 

C30 - CO • 

Equation 13 becomes 

I~V30 - tan- IT (RIO .. ~O)
36

~10  R20 

which is independent of R30- Therefore the loci of the star point voltage 



for fixed values of R,30 are fete of straight lines. Substitution ot 5cr CO 

into equation 18 gives 

• E~OV30 
2. 

RIO +R:Lo~O+~O
2 I 

.......------- J 37
RloR3o+R2oR,3o+R2oRlO 

Combination of equations 36 and 37 shows that the straight lines 

eminate trom point 2 and that line V31 can be scaled with values for R30 

ru.nning from ~O • 0 at point 3 to R30 • (X) at point 1. 

The 10c1 due to changes in RIO and ~O can be calculated in a similar 

mannero 



APPENDIX C 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

C.l The Threel'base·Power SupplY' 

The three phase power needed for these experiments was produced ~ a 

vacuum tube device. The three phase output of this supply W8S in the form 

of a balanced Y with the star point grounded. Capacitive coupling at the 

output assured that there was no D.C. component in the output. For convenience 

in plotting experimental results,p the supply was usually adjusted to produce 

a ten volt R.·M.S. output. 1he supply frequency was chosen to be 1000 c.p.so 

in order to avoid the problem associated with both high and low frequencies. 

It was important that the supply frequency be high enough that it could be 

easily separated from 60 Copos. and 120 c. p.s. interference and yet low 

enough that stray capacitances could be neglected in the design of phase 

shifting networks. 

The three phase output was produced 'by amplificat ion and phase shirting 

of an externally generated 1000 c.pos. si~alo In each phase, use of cathode 

degeneration gave variable amplitude with the amplitude of each phase 

separately adjustable. Simple:s.;C networks with variable resistance provided 

the necessary var:iable phase shift between phases one and two and phases two 

and three. Each phase was provided with a cathode follower output giving an 

output 11Upedance of about 400 ohms. The complete· schematic diagram of this 

device is given in Figure 22 0 

Controls were provided to permit the accurate balancing of the three 

phase supply. The balancing procedure was based on the ..fact that if two 

sinusoidal voltages are 1200 out of phase and are of equal amplitudes, then 

the amplitUde of their algebraic sum is equal to the amplitude of either 



+2,0 V.D.C. 
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.01 

l.OE 

~I-·.. 
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Notes': 

1)· All- tUbes .are I2Al1l. . 
2)A.ll resistors are t-·watt. 
;}) ¢apacitance values given in Afd. 

4) TUbe heaters connected for 6.3 V.A.C. 
5) 1000 cps "input . to terminals III and 2. 
6) Three phase output at terminals 114, 5 and 6. 

pFig. 22: The Three Phase Power Supply I\) 
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voltage taken separately. The first step in the balancing procedure was 

therefore to make all three output voltages equal to one another. '!'he slunmiDg 

amplifier ot an oscilloscope was then used to monitor the phase angle adjust

ment between phases one and two and then between phases one and three. A 

check was then made between phases two and three. 

As a quick cheek for proper ad justment, another test is more convenient. 

The amplitudes of the three phases with respect to ground were made equal. 

Then, if the angles between the phase$ were properly adjusted, the three 

line voltages would all be equal one to another. If the line voltages were 

found to be unequal, the complete balancing II'ocedure had to be run. 



Co 2 The Master Clock 

The master clock 1s the unit which provides the principal synchronizing 

pulses to the other equipment.Pr1marily, it controls the read-move cyele 

of the tape reader. Read and move times are individually adjustable from a 

maximum of 2.5 seconds to a minimum of 0.19 seconds in eleven steps by vary

ing the size of capacitors in R-C circuits. The number of cycles through 

which the clock will run automatically can be preset on a counter. 

Several features of the circuit are not used in the present application 

and for this reason will receive only brief rr.ention at the end of this append:lx. 

A description of the circuit and its operating sequences follows. The 

schEmBtic: diagram is found 1n Figure 23 and Figure 24 gives pertinent wavefo~o

The read portion of the read- move eycle starts when relay A is operated. 

To start operation, switch SW5 is moved to the RUN positiono .Assuming that 

the normally closed counter contact is closed or that it has been short 

circuited by switch SWl..., relay A is energized and capacitor ell is charged. 

Contact A2 allows relay C to energize momentarily as capacitor C21 

charges. 'lhe short pulse provided by relay C is used to energize the counting 

con of the predetermined counter and is made available on terminal number 

nine of the output terminal strip. In the present application this is taken 

to pin number seven of the process controller where it is us ed to energize 

relay Ch (see Appendix 0.3). Contact 01 energizes relay D. 

Relay D remains energized as long as terminal number two is grounded and 

releases as soon as this terminal is disconnected from ground. Contact Dl 

is used to hold relay A energized when contact B1 opens. '!hus" by grounding 

terminal number two, the read portion of the read-move cycle can be lengthened 

indefinitely. Contact D2 energizes relay B and the capacitor 012. The 

capacitor 022 which parallels the coil of relay D is employed as an are 

suppresser. 
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Fig. 23:. Schematic Diagram of the Mister Clock 
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2) Relays are operated when waveform is shown positive.
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Data Line Patch Board 
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Fig. 24g Waveforms and Details of the Maste~ Clock 
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When relayD drops outs> capacitor ~l starts to diseharge through the 

eoil ot relay 1 thus holding relay!. energized for a length of t:1Jne determined 

by the size of Cll. As long as relay A remains operated, the tape reader 

continues to read the same pattern from the tape. Switch SWI is used to vary 

the value of capacitor ClIo 

When relay A drops out, contact Al causes capacitor 012 to start to dis

charge through relay coil B. Contact A.~ discharges capacitor 021 in 

preparation for the next cycle while contact A,6 sends a -moveIt signal to tbe 

tape readeroIf desired, external apparatus can be controlled through 

contacts .&3 normally closed and All. normally open which are made available at 

the terminal strip. In the present work, both contacts are used in the 

process controller circuit. 

'WPen relay B drops out, contact Bl closes to reenergize relay A thus 

starting the next cycle. The time between the drop out of relay A and the 

drop out of relay B is the move time of the read-move cycle. Its length has 

been determined by the value of capacitor 012 which is as at by switch SW2. 

'rhiS completes the description of the master clock oycleo However, some 

of its controls have yet to be mentioned so the remaining paragraphs are 

devoted to this discussion. 

The counter is of the preset type. After it bas received the prese~

number of pulses (one for each clock cycle) its mechanism opens the contact 

marked ·counter- in Figure 230 Opening this contact -at..PI' the clock at the 

end of the eurrent cycle. 

Switch SWq is used to overrule the counter. Its contacts open cn-cuit 

the counting coil and short eire uit the counter contact. 

Switch SW9 is the counter reset switch. One halt of the DPST switch 

energizes the counter reset coil while the other half opens tbe coil circuit 



ot relay A. For .chamca1. reasons it is essential that the counting coil 
o 

of the counter is not energized during the reset operatiollo For accuracy of 

count it is important that the clock should not start before the reset 

operation is complete. !he sWitching arrangemnt just described' ensures that 

both or these requirements are met .. 

Protection of contact 02 and prevention of radiation of radio noise 

which is capable of tripping the flip-flop in the discriminator cireuit is 

arforded by the capacitor which is connected across the counter coUo 

Terminals numbered three and four are provided so that external control 

of relay A is possible. Use is ude of this feature as noted in Appendix C0 3 

on the process controller. Terminals numbered nine and ten give access to 

the "compute· signal which is sent to the CoF. Co In the present application 

the compute pulse provided by the lIB ster clock is not used, but the required 

signal is generated by the process controller and is fed to terminal number 

teno 

·If switch SW6 is moved to the MlNUAL position then switch sri7 governs 

the read--move cycle of the tape reader. All experiments described in this 

report were run using the AUTOMATIC setting. 

Switch SW8 and its associated relay contacts are not used in the present 

application with the exception of contact C3 which is connected to ter~l

number nine as was prevlous~ noted o 

The mster clock can be used as a controller for the tape reader-

C.P.C. combination at any tim and is not restricted to use in the current 

application. 



co) The Process Controller 

The discussion which follows is very closely related to the schematic 

diagram of the controller which is given in Figure 25 and to Figure 26 

which gives the pertinent waveforms. 

The control cycle is started when relay A in the master clock releases. 

Contacts on the A relay energize relay G and cause the tape in the tape reader 

to advance one character length. Relay G remains operated until the charging 

current of the series capacitor Cl decreases to the drop.-out cun-ent of the 

relay. Two normally open contacts of the G relay are used to discharge the 

error voltage storage capacitorsC8 and C9 in the discriminator circuit o 

Another normally open contact is used to discharge capacitor 02 which is in 

series with the coil of the S relay. When the G relay drops out contact 

~ allows the S relay to energize through its own series capacitor 020 

Contact 51 energizes relay Fl through the series capacitor C3- As long 

as relay F1 remains op:erated,9 contact F13 holds relay S energized through the 

2 0 2 kilohm resistoro The resistor value is such that it provides just enough 

current to hold relay 5 operatedo As soon as relay F1 drops out relay S 

releases. Four of the contacts of relay S are used to bring the process Y 

to its set pointo (See section 303.6)0 Contact F12 is used to feed the 

set point value of the error voltage to the storage capacitor C8 in the 

discriminatoro Normally closed contacts 52 and Ell in series are used to 

ensure that the master clock does not issue a read pulse before the set point 

error voltage has been storedo If the master clock is properly set~ there 

is no need for this precaution~ but it was thought that as the contacts were 

available it would be a simple precaution to take. 

When relay S releases~ contact 81 is used to discharge capacitor C30 i'.he 

680 ohm discharge resistor has a value high enough to protect the relay contacts 
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List of Process Controller Terminals 

Terminal Connect to 

1- 2 Powe r supply 
3 15 master clock 
4 - 5 Itt - l/8 master clock 
6 (f2 master clock 
7 19 master clock 
8 - 11 Patch tenninals 
12 110 master clock 
13 " discriminator circuit 
14 113 discriminator circuit1, 14 disc riminator circuit 
16-23 Process 
24-2, 13 - 14 master clock 
26-33 Process 

Fig. 26: Process Controller Waveforms and Terminal List 
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but low enough to ensure adequate discharge of the capacitor in the time 

availableo 

O.,e relay S has released, action ceases until relay A in the master 

clock operates. Contact A4 then energizes the lower section of the process 

controller c ircuit o Contact A5 closes to cause the mechanical tape reader 

to read the pattern then at the reading head. 

Ver,y shortly after A4 closes, the master clock places a fifty volt step 

onto terminal number seven of the process eontroller (I The delay between the 

closing of A4 and the application of this step is provided to allow the M 

relays time to operate. Contacts 'On the M relays move the process Y to its 

perturbed setting as demanded by the pattern being read by the tape readero 

Diode DJ.o is forward biased by the fifty volt step with the result that relay 

Ch is operated and is promptly lock in by its contact Chio The resistor=

capacitor network which parallels the coil of relay Ch provides arc 

supression but results in negligible increase in the length of time for 

which the relay is operated o 

The relayslD.., ~, M.3 and M4 are supplied through switches in the 

mechanical tape readero An M relay is energized throughout the read portion 

of the read-move cycle provided that there is a hole in the appropriate 

channel on the tape. As has been explained, a time delay in the master clock 

ensures that these relays operate slightly before the Ch relay is energizedo 

This procedure ensures that the process Y is set to its perturbed setting 

before an attempt is nade to measure the error voltage under the perturbed 

conditions. 

'When contact Ch2 1s closed F2 is brieny energized through capacitor C, 

and diode DUo If the diode DJ.l is not included in the circuit it is found 

that capacitor C, is capable of causing appreciable delay in the release of 

relays F2 and Ch when contact Ah. is opened. 



The primary function of relay F2 is to feed the perturbed setting error 

voltage to the capacitor 09 in the discriminator circuit. This task is 

accomplished. by contact F22e However, relay 12 also performs three control 

functions. Contact F2) is used to reset the flip-flop in the discriminator 

circuit. Contact F24 discharges capacitor Cl to prepare the relay G circuit 

for the next eyeIe. Finally, relay C,l is operated by contact 1210 

The purpose of relay. Cl is purely that of control. It provides a pulse 

initiated by relay F2 but of greater duration than that proVided by F2 aloneo 

This extra time allows for proper operation of the discriminator circuit 

before a compute signal is sent to the C'-PoC. The resistance-capacitance 

network which parallels the coil of relay 01 is for timing purposes, but the 

resistance serves only to limit the charging current in the capacitor as the 

capacitor is discharged through diode DJ.2 and the relay coil in series. 

Inclusion of the diode ensures that there 'Will be no sharp edges on the voltage 

waveform measured across the relay coil. This precaution is taken as relay 

Cl releases atter the fliP*' flop reset operation has been completed by relay 

F2. Extreme care mst be taken to prevent generation of any noise pulses 

which might tnp the flip-flop between the time of reset and the end of the 

cycle. Triggering on such noise pulses can result in faulty indications 

being given by the discriminator. 

When relayF2 releases, the normally closed section of contact 121 

allows relay R to energize through contact 01.3 which :Is at that moment closed. 

'.nne normally closed section of contact 011 has been used to stop the master 

clock by grounding terminal number two of that unit (See Figure 23)0 When 

relay 01 is operated$ the timing of the read interval eontinues o This scheme 

permits the use of smaller timing capacitance values in the master clock than 

would be the case if the master clock had to time the complete read periooe 
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Operation of relay Rinitiates the voltage comparison process in the 

discriminator. When contact Cl,"opens, relay R is supplied briefly by 

capacitor °70 The diode 1lJ., and resistor serve the same purposes in this 

circuit as a similar combination did in the circuit of relay 01. 

Between the time that relay 01 releases and relay R releases, a fifty 

volt compute signal is sent to the C.p. C. Tne normally closed contact 012 

and the normally open contact ..~ 'are series connected to serve this purpose. 

Sufficient time for the C.P. C. compute cycle must be made available between 

the start of the compute signal (which is itself only momentary) and the 

release of relay A. The necessary time is measured by the aster clock and 

is essential because the release of relay .l initiates the move Part of the 

read-move cycle which results in the release of some of the inputs to the 

C.p.C. As the C.P.C. requires that its inputs be held on until the compute 

cycle is complete, amove by the tape reader cannot be pennitted in the mean

time. 

'When contact ~ of the -ster clock is released relay Ch immediately 

releases. The normally closed section of contact Ch2 discharges the timing 

capacitor C,. 

This completes the description of the cycleo One complete cycle takes 

approximately '.4 seconds" at the end of which time all relays and capacitors 

have been reset ready to start the next cycle. 

Only the actions of two switches remain to be explained. The first of 

these is the toggle switch Tl in the circuit of the S relay coil. The closing 

of this switch operates relay S thus bringing the process Y to its set pointo 

This feature is convenient when setting up experiments and performing tests on 

the equipment. The resistor serves to limit the capacitor discharge current 

if the switch is operated when the capacitor is charged.o Switch T2 is 

mechanically coupled to Tl. 

The second switch is a pushbutton. When the controller is not in 



operatioD1 contaetA) will be elOe edo '!'hue the wltage stored on capacitor 

C8 is that error voltage which existed at the set point used in the last 

set of experiments. Before the start of a new set of experiments with a new 

set point, this voltage should be replaced by the error voltage assoc iated 

with the new set pointo If this is not done, the indication given by the 

discriminator at the end of the first experiment from the new set point may 

be in error. Operation of the push button just before the start of a new 

set of experiments causes relays G~ Sand F1 to operate in their proper 

sequence thus achieving the desired result o 
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diode and its parallel resistor. In this case theng the discharge path has 

a resistance of a few megohms and only a small pulse will appear on the trans.... 

former secondary. 

If' the resistor diode combination had not been inserted into the discharge 

path, the elosing of contact R3 would have caused ringing in the transformer 

circuit. When the resistor and diode are included, only the first swing ot 

the ring occurs if the diode is initially forward biased. The resto! the 

discharge is !orced to be exponential. If' the diode is initially reverse 

biased, no ringing occurs at allo Thus a large pulse occurs at the transformer 

secondary only if' the diode is initially forward biased by the voltage 

comparison. The presence of this pulse indicates that a successful 

experiment has been performed; i.eo, the error voltage was less at the 

perturbed point than at the set point. 

The secondary of the discriminator transformer is shunted by a germanium 

diode. This diode limits secondary positive voltages to about half a volt. 

As the diode requ.ires about half a volt forward bias before it will clip 

effectivelYa it does not interfere with the positive signal which indicates 

a successful experiment. However, by effectively shorting the transformer 

secondary to high level oscillations it helps, to damp unwanted oscillations 

in the transformer prima17• If a negative swing was allowed to .follow a 

positive pulse, the tlipe-flop might be reset by the negative pulse long before 

relay P had time to operate. Thus it is important that the transf'ormr output 

shall be either a single positive pulse or a pulse of undetectable amplitude. 

The fast pulsewh1eh may be produced at the transf'ormersecondary is first 

amplified and then the amplified pulse is used to trip a flip=- nap. The flip

flop in turn drives the D.C. coupled cathode follower which has the 'P relay 

in its eathode circuit. Connections are such that the success indicating 
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pulse delivered from the discriminator transforBSr causes relay P to energize 

and remain so until the flipaflop is reseto 

1.be electronics of the discriminator includes two twin triodes. A 

12Ar7 is used as the two units of a standard flip-flop. Half of a 12AU7 is 

used as the pulse amplifier and the other halt of this serves as a cathode 

follower. 

When the flip-flop has been set, anode number one of the 12Ar7 is 

conducting with the result that the anode potential is quite low. This 

erf~ct1vely cuts off the cathode' follower and the relay in its cathode 

circuit is unable to pullin. A· positive pulse on the grid of section number 

one of the .. 12 ATJ7isanplified and inverted by this tube which operates as 

a class A amplifier. The resulting negative pulse .js used to trip the flip

flop. An output of 100 Yolts' is easily obtained from the nip-flop. About 

a quarter of this OUtput is .received at the g rid of t he cathode follower and 

appears at its eathod,e. The variable resistance in the cathode circuit is 

easily adjusted such thattbe relay is energized when the flip" flop is set 

and drops out when the flip-flop is reseto 

The flip-flop is nOrJl$lly reset bya contact or relaY' 12 in the process 

controller. It can a 180 be reset manually with a_rmally open push buttono 

In, either ease, the operation is aceomplished by forcing section number two 

of the 12A1.7 to out off thus causing section number one to'onduct. !he 

resistor-capacitor network which has been placed across these resetting 

contacts prevents 8JV' pulses generated when the contact is opened from 

tripping thetlip-tlopo 

The neon lamps which are connected to the anodes of the 12m serve 

only as indicators of the state of the flip-nop at aI\Y given time... 

In practice the discriminatorg1ves an indication if the voltage difference 
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between the capacitors 08 and C9 is l •.ovolts :in the torward direotion and 

no indication it the voltage difterence in the reverse direction is less 

than 1,0 volts. A. larger negative voltage difference on the eapacitors 

results 1n a sUfticiently large ring that its second swing cannot be 

distinguished from the first swing caused by a lesser positive difference 

between the capacitors. 
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APPDDIXD 

DEFINITION or SDI30LS 

components of positive patterns 

nota, not h, etc e 

units or channels of the Q.P.C.
i-

Conditional:probability Computer 

systematic error of aC.P.C.? inference circuit 

_a voltage 

inference threshold of the C.P.-c. 

maximum value of h which will still allow an interence 

to be made when Vk max. is applied. 

maximwn value of h which willetill allow an inference 

to be made when 't min. is applied. 

nominal value of h 

minimum value of bL in a set of such values. 

maximum value of hH in a set of such values 

decay constant of the C.P.·C. 

a number 

number of occurrences of event A 

number of occurrences of events A and B simultaneousl.1' 

estimated probability of oocurrence of event Y 

components of process Y's 

oomponents of target Y's 

voltage on counter of rank (n+l) 

voltage required on counter of rank n to cause a SUp81W 

unit of rank (n+l) to infer 
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Vx, Vy 

x 

AX 

Xl' %2 

Xl' %2 

ri, %2 

)%1' <i)%:2 

AX1,A~

Q 

9 

maximum "Ia+ue of Vk in a set of such values 

minimum value of Vk in a set of s neb values 

counter voitages 

general process variable 

a perturbation to variable % 

minimum allowable perturbations in Xl and ~2

specific process variables 

dimensionless process variables 

set point moves in Xl and ~

values of perturbations which give their respective 

partial gradients specific values 

counting constant of the C.p.C. 

an angle 
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